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Ph.D./M.F.A. and Professional Degrees
All Master’s Degrees and Bachelor’s Degrees from:
College of Letters and Science ♦ College of Engineering
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences ♦ School of Education
School of Business ♦ School of Pharmacy ♦ School of Nursing
School of Human Ecology

Processional
University School of Music Band
Professor Michael Leckrone, M.M.

The audience is requested to rise
as the procession of officials enters

National Anthem

Presiding Officer
Provost Sarah C. Mangelsdorf, Ph.D.

Introduction of the Official Party

Welcome from UW System Board of Regents
Regent José F. Vásquez

Charge to the Graduates
Ben Deutsch
Vice President for Corporate Communications
The Coca-Cola Company

Conferral of Academic Degrees
Doctor of Philosophy
Doctor of Musical Arts
Master of Fine Arts
Interim Dean Wendy C. Crone, Ph.D.

Doctor of Medicine
Master of Physician Assistant Studies
Master of Public Health
Dean Robert N. Golden, M.D.

Doctor of Juridical Science
Jurs Doctor (Doctor of Law)
Master of Laws
Master of Laws–Legal Institutions
Associate Dean Tonya L. Brito, J.D.

Conferral of Academic Degrees (cont.)
Master of Accountancy
Master of Arts
Master of Business Administration
Master of Engineering
Master of International Public Affairs
Master of Music
Master of Professional French Studies
Master of Public Affairs
Master of Science
Master of Social Work
Interim Dean Wendy C. Crone, Ph.D.

Musical Interlude
University School of Music Band

Remarks on Behalf of the Alumni Association
Kelli Trumble, chair
Wisconsin Alumni Association President’s Advisory Council

Remarks on Behalf of the Graduates
Douglas (Dougie) L. Moss, senior class secretary
College of Letters and Science
Bachelor of Science in Biology

Recognition of Honors Graduates

Conferral of Baccalaureate Degrees

College of Letters and Science
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Arts–Journalism
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science–Applied Mathematics, Engineering and Physics
Bachelor of Science–Chemistry

continued
College of Letters and Science (cont.)
Bachelor of Science–Journalism
Bachelor of Social Work
  Dean John Karl Scholz, Ph.D.

College of Engineering
Bachelor of Naval Science
Bachelor of Science–Biomedical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Chemical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Civil Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Computer Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Electrical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Engineering Mechanics
Bachelor of Science–Engineering Physics
Bachelor of Science–Geological Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Industrial Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Materials Science and Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Mechanical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Nuclear Engineering
  Dean Ian M. Robertson, Ph.D.

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science–Agricultural Business Management
Bachelor of Science–Agricultural Sciences
Bachelor of Science–Biological Systems Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Dietetics
Bachelor of Science–International Agriculture and Natural Resources
Bachelor of Science–Landscape Architecture
Bachelor of Science–Natural Resources
Bachelor of Science–Natural Sciences
  Dean Kathryn VandenBosch, Ph.D.

School of Education
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Science–Art
Bachelor of Science–Art Education
Bachelor of Science–Athletic Training
Bachelor of Science–Dance
Bachelor of Science–Education
Bachelor of Science–Kinesiology
Bachelor of Science–Rehabilitation Psychology
  Dean Julie K. Underwood, J.D., Ph.D.

School of Business
Bachelor of Business Administration
  Dean François Ortalo-Magné, Ph.D.

School of Pharmacy
Bachelor of Science–Pharmacology and Toxicology
  Dean Steven M. Swanson, Ph.D.

School of Nursing
Bachelor of Science–Nursing
  Dean Katharyn A. May, Ph.D.

School of Human Ecology
Bachelor of Science–Community and Nonprofit Leadership
Bachelor of Science–Consumer Affairs
Bachelor of Science–Family, Consumer and Community Education
Bachelor of Science–Human Development and Family Studies
Bachelor of Science–Human Ecology
Bachelor of Science–Interior Architecture
Bachelor of Science–Personal Finance
Bachelor of Science–Retailing
Bachelor of Science–Textiles & Fashion Design
  Senior Assistant Dean Annette McDaniel, M.S.

Students March to Receive Degrees

Closing Remarks
Provost Mangelsdorf

Varsity
Varsity! Varsity! U rah rah! Wisconsin
Praise to thee we sing.
Praise to thee our Alma Mater.
U rah rah! Wisconsin!

Recessional
Please remain seated until officials have left the stage.

#uwgrad
The UW–Madison senior class officers have selected Ben Deutsch, vice president for corporate communications at The Coca-Cola Company, to address degree candidates during winter commencement exercises.

A former chair of the Board of Visitors at UW–Madison’s School of Journalism & Mass Communication, he received a bachelor’s degree in journalism from the university in 1985.

“This university means so much to me. It has everything to do with whatever kind of success I’ve had, personally and professionally,” says Deutsch. “What I learned at the J-school—the impact my professors had, the help they gave in building a network and getting my first job—stays with me today.”

Since 2007, Deutsch has led an Atlanta-based communications team responsible for corporate media relations, global brand PR, social and digital communications, issues management, and internal and executive communications.

Previously, he served as director of financial communications and company spokesperson. In that role, he was responsible for developing and implementing media relations strategies that guided the company through high-profile events and properly positioned the company’s business results and its executive leadership team.

Deutsch joined Coca-Cola in 1993 as a public relations manager for Coca-Cola USA. He led national public relations programs in support of brand Coca-Cola and was the primary spokesperson for U.S. sports and promotions projects. In 1997, he became PR manager of worldwide sports and presence properties, developing and implementing public relations strategies to help Coca-Cola’s global system leverage its sponsorship of the 1998 Winter Olympics in Nagano, Japan, and the 1998 FIFA World Cup in France.

Deutsch moved to corporate media relations in 1999; in 2002, he was named director of marketing communications, where he developed and executed public relations strategies for major global marketing initiatives.

Prior to joining Coca-Cola, he worked at the Minnesota public relations firms of Shandwick USA and Wells & Miller. He was also a reporter for the Wisconsin State Journal.

Deutsch serves on the Boards of Directors of Leadership Atlanta, which fosters service-driven leadership, and of Covenant House Georgia, which assists homeless youth. He also served as Chair of the Board of Special Olympics Georgia and serves on the organization’s Honorary Board.
Rebecca M. Blank became chancellor of the University of Wisconsin–Madison in July 2013.

Blank’s experience blends a knowledge of economics with a history of leading through innovation, and a background as an educator and researcher. In taking the position, Blank spoke of two distinct agendas for UW–Madison: providing the next generation with the skills necessary to succeed in the world’s changing economy, and maintaining this university’s position as a leader in innovation and research.

Leading Wisconsin’s flagship university represents a return to academia for Blank. From 2009 to 2013, she served in top positions at the U.S. Department of Commerce. She started as under secretary for economic affairs, and then was named deputy secretary and acting secretary of the agency, managing nearly 45,000 employees and a $10 billion budget. During her time at Commerce, Blank not only led a large and complex organization, but also worked to promote economic development with an emphasis on connecting research and innovation with job creation and economic growth. Before joining the Department, she was a fellow at the Brookings Institution, a nonprofit public policy research think tank in Washington, D.C.

Blank brings strong academic credentials to the position of chancellor. She served as dean and professor of public policy and economics in the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy at the University of Michigan from 1999 to 2008. In her role as dean, she launched such innovations as interdisciplinary graduate programs and an undergraduate public policy major. Earlier in her career, she was a member of the faculty at Northwestern University and Princeton University, as well as an assistant visiting professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. She also spent two years, from 1997 to 1999, as a member of the President’s Council of Economic Advisers. Blank was on the UW–Madison campus in fall 1985 as a visiting fellow in the Department of Economics and the Institute for Research on Poverty, and has attended many conferences and events here.

Blank was born in Missouri and later moved to Minnesota. She earned an undergraduate degree in economics from the University of Minnesota, and a doctoral degree in economics from MIT.
Sarah C. Mangelsdorf is the provost and vice chancellor for academic affairs at the University of Wisconsin–Madison. She began serving as provost in August, 2014.

Mangelsdorf comes to Madison after serving six years as the dean of the Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences at Northwestern University, where she was also a member of the Department of Psychology. Prior to Northwestern, Mangelsdorf served from 2004 to 2008 as the Henry E. Preble Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and was the first woman to hold that position. She joined the University of Illinois Department of Psychology in 1991 and served as associate provost from 2001 to 2003 and head of the psychology department from 2003 to 2004. She previously served four years as an assistant professor of psychology at the University of Michigan.

Mangelsdorf’s scholarship focuses on social and emotional development in infancy and early childhood, and she is the author of numerous articles in developmental psychology. At the University of Illinois, she was honored several times for her teaching. She won the Mabel Hohenboken Teaching Award in 1997 and the William Prokasy Teaching Award in 1998, the college’s highest award for teaching.

She has served on the editorial boards of five academic journals, including the editorial boards of Child Development and Infant Behavior and Development, and is a fellow at the American Psychological Association. She chaired the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC) Arts & Sciences Deans Group and serves as a trustee of the Erikson Institute in Chicago.

Mangelsdorf earned her undergraduate degree in psychology from Oberlin College in Ohio and her doctoral degree in child psychology from the University of Minnesota. In 2012, she received the Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award from the College of Education and Human Development at the University of Minnesota.
University of Wisconsin System Regent José Vásquez, of Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, was named to the Board of Regents in 2008. He is retired and currently involved in several community volunteer ventures in the Milwaukee and Waukesha communities.

Vásquez has approximately 40 years of management experience in the private sector, county government, and education, including at the technical college and university level. He has served as district director for the University of Wisconsin–Extension in southeast Wisconsin and also served as a member of the board of directors at Milwaukee Area Technical College (MATC). He has also served on numerous other boards, ranging from small community-based organizations to medical organizations, cultural and art organizations, and educational organizations at the primary and higher education levels. In addition to his service on the Board of Regents, he represents the Board as its representative on the Wisconsin Technical College System board of directors.

Vásquez earned an undergraduate degree in sociology from St. Mary’s University in San Antonio, Texas, and a master’s degree in educational rehabilitation counseling from UW–Milwaukee.
Kelli Trumble is chair of the Wisconsin Alumni Association’s new President’s Advisory Council. Trumble began her career in print media, following her studies in the UW–Madison School of Journalism and Mass Communication. After her hometown pride drew her to return to Wisconsin Dells, she built Sundara Inn and Spa, named one of the top five destination spas in the world by readers of Travel + Leisure magazine. She served a fruitful tenure as executive director of the Wisconsin Dells Visitor and Convention Bureau, then spent four years as Wisconsin’s secretary of tourism. She currently owns several retail ventures in the Wisconsin Dells area and is a passionate ambassador for the natural resources that define the region.

Trumble received her undergraduate degree in journalism from UW–Madison in 1979.
Senior Class Officers

Senior class officers are elected through Associated Students of Madison (ASM) spring elections prior to beginning their service in the fall of their senior year.

The officers partner with the Office of the Chancellor, the Division of Student Life, the Wisconsin Alumni Association (WAA), and the UW Foundation. The Senior Class Officers help to plan winter and spring commencement as well as senior social events and senior week events in cooperation with WAA.

Maria Giannopoulos, president

Giannopoulos, of Sheboygan, Wis., majors in political analysis and research and communication arts with a leadership certificate. On campus, she has served as student body vice president and representative for the Associated Students of Madison. In addition, she is heavily involved with her service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega and helped found Alpha Xi Delta sorority. Off campus, her experience includes a summer in London with the British House of Commons, a spring internship at Walt Disney World, and work with Fox News in New York. She hopes to earn her MBA and work in the political arena.

Annie Paul, vice president

Paul, of Aurora, Ill., majors in biology and political science, as well as a certificate in business. Last year, Paul served as vice president of the Wisconsin Union; she has previously held positions in College Democrats and Amnesty International. This summer she interned with General Electric’s Financial Management Program. She is currently serving her third year as the Badger Volunteers intern at the Morgridge Center for Public Service. Upon graduation, she plans to start her career as an investment banking analyst with a healthcare industry focus at TripleTree in Minneapolis, Minn.

Douglas (Dougie) L. Moss, secretary

Moss, of Northbrook, Ill., graduates with a major in biology and a certificate in leadership. On campus, he has been an active member of Greek life and served as philanthropy chair for his chapter of the Alpha Epsilon Pi fraternity. He also represented the College of Letters and Science on the Associated Students of Madison Student Council. Moss has enjoyed volunteering with the UW Health hospital system for the past two years; he plans to apply to medical school this summer to pursue his dream of caring for others.

Brady Beck, treasurer

Beck, of West Bend, Wis., is double majoring in accounting and risk management & insurance. In order to pursue a career in accounting, he plans to spend an additional year in the Wisconsin School of Business to become eligible for the CPA exam. Awarded the Evans Scholarship, he served as president last year; during his four years in the Evans House, he served as the chair of the community service committee and alumni committee. Currently, he interns in the accounting department for the Wisconsin Union.
The University of Wisconsin–Madison

The University of Wisconsin–Madison and its alumni have a rich tradition of national and international leadership in teaching, research and public service. We regularly rank near the top in research dollars and are rated among the strongest in the world in international reputation. Our 400,000 alumni include both the largest contingent of Peace Corps volunteers and the fourth highest number of corporate CEOs. And, as any visitor can readily attest, our beautiful lakeshore campus is considered to be among the nation’s most picturesque.

This university has existed for as long as Wisconsin has been a state, tracing its roots to a clause in the Constitution of the State of Wisconsin decreeing that the young state should have a prominent public university. In 1848, legislators passed a bill that formally created the University of Wisconsin. Its first class, with 17 students, met in Madison on February 5, 1849.

From these humble beginnings, the university has grown into a large, diverse community with more than 43,000 students representing every county in Wisconsin, 48 states and 131 other countries.

Across campus, the words “sifting and winnowing” often appear when describing UW–Madison’s intellectual life. They date back to an 1894 Board of Regents statement on academic freedom:

“Whatever may be the limitations which trammel inquiry elsewhere, we believe that the great state University of Wisconsin should ever encourage that continual and fearless sifting and winnowing by which alone the truth can be found.”

Inspired by this spirit, scholarly inquiry has fed a steady stream of discoveries. From vitamins, agricultural techniques and wildlife ecology to stem cells, biofuels and economic well-being, the university continues to foster ideas and research that change lives.

UW–Madison is the oldest and largest campus in the University of Wisconsin System. Its mission is to provide “a learning environment in which faculty, staff and students can discover, examine critically, preserve and transmit the knowledge, wisdom and values that will help ensure the survival of this and future generations and improve the quality of life for all.”

The university strives to achieve these ends through the continual advancement of its teaching, research and public service programs. Throughout its history, the university has sought to bring the power of learning into students’ daily lives through innovations such as residential learning communities and service learning courses.

We are motivated by the “Wisconsin Idea” — articulated a century ago as the principle that the university’s influence should benefit everyone in the state. Today, this principle has expanded to a global scale. The Wisconsin Idea continues to permeate everything we do, helping to forge close partnerships between faculty, staff and students, and people, communities and industries around the world.

Program Notes

The school and college banners used in today’s ceremony were commissioned by the university in 1989. They are used in this and other similar ceremonies, including the Chancellor’s Convocation in August—the complementary celebration to Commencement in students’ university careers.

The banners were designed by Julie Statz, a student under the direction of Professor Patricia K. Mansfield of the School of Human Ecology. The colors used in each banner represent the various disciplines found in the university’s schools and colleges.
Academic Attire

Formal academic attire is an important component of the pageantry of the commencement ceremony.

Gowns

Gowns represent the three principal levels of academic achievement. The bachelor’s gown, symbolizing the first degree, is made of black material and has a closed front and long, pointed, open sleeves. Master’s candidates wear a black gown with a closed front and long, closed sleeves. The gown worn by doctoral candidates has an open front with bell-shaped sleeves. Doctoral gowns are further embellished with velvet trim in the form of crossbars on the sleeves. These are generally black but may be colored to represent the profession or major field of interest. Some doctoral gowns are colored to represent the distinctive identity of a particular institution. The latter types of gowns are generally worn without the hood.

Hoods

Academic hoods are used as a further means of identifying the level of degree attainment. The bachelor’s hood, worn only by those who have previously received a baccalaureate degree, is rather short with a narrow velvet edging the color of the appropriate discipline and a lining in the color of the institution—cardinal at Wisconsin. The master’s hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging and exposes more of the lining. Doctoral hoods have the widest velvet edging, wide panels at either side, greater length and a fully exposed lining.

Caps and Tassels

Candidates for the bachelor’s degree wear the black mortarboard cap with tassels of their course color. The tassel is worn on the right side until the formal conferral of the degree. At that time the tassel is worn on the left side. Candidates for all higher degrees wear black mortarboard caps with black tassels on the left side. Some holders of degrees from other countries or institutions wear special hats which are distinctive to their degree.

Honors

Bachelor’s degree candidates with distinctive scholastic achievement (the top 20 percent within the school or college) wear cardinal stoles over the fronts of their gowns. Bachelor’s degree candidates participating in an honors program wear white stoles with cardinal bars. Law degree candidates who have been awarded the Dean’s Academic Achievement Award are similarly distinguished by cardinal stoles.

Academic Colors

Graduate And Professional Hoods

- Doctor of Audiology: Green
- Doctor of Juridical Science: Purple
- Juris Doctor (Doctor of Law): Purple
- Doctor of Medicine: Green
- Doctor of Musical Arts: Pink
- Doctor of Nursing Practice: Apricot
- Doctor of Pharmacy: Olive
- Doctor of Philosophy: Blue
- Doctor of Physical Therapy: Green
- Doctor of Veterinary Medicine: Gray
- Master of Accountancy: Sapphire
- Master of Arts: White
- Master of Business Administration: Sapphire
- Master of Engineering: Orange
- Master of Fine Arts: Brown
- Master of International Public Affairs: Teal
- Master of Laws: Purple
- Master of Laws–Legal Institutions: Purple
- Master of Music: Pink
- Master of Physician Assistant Studies: Green
- Master of Professional French Studies: White
- Master of Public Affairs: Teal
- Master of Public Health: Salmon Pink
- Master of Science: Yellow
- Master of Science–Business: Sapphire
- Master of Science–Engineering: Orange
- Master of Social Work: Citron

Undergraduate Degree Tassels

College of Letters & Science

- Applied Mathematics, Engineering and Physics: Yellow
- Chemistry, Science: Golden Yellow
- Journalism: Crimson
- Music: Pink
- Social Work: Citron

College of Engineering

Orange

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences

Maize

School of Education

Art, Art Education, Fine Arts: Brown
- Dance, Kinesiology: Sage Green
- Education, Rehabilitation Psychology: Light Blue

School of Business

Sapphire

School of Pharmacy

Olive

School of Nursing

Apricot

School of Human Ecology

Maroon
This list of graduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar and to the Graduate School as of November 14, 2014 and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing.

**Doctor of Philosophy**

Martha Leigh Abrams  
**Chemistry**

Vikram Adhikarla  
**Physics**

Katharyn Juliette Affeldt  
**Microbiology**

Fulya Akpinar  
**Chemical Engineering**

Ozlem Altik  
**Sociology**

Michael Sergio Amato  
**Environment and Resources**  
**Psychology**

Kristen Cheryl Anderson  
**Nursing**

Meagan Elise Ankney  
**Geoscience**

Wallice Yu Ning Ao  
**Economics**

Jennifer Apodaca  
**Microbiology**

Jorge Rafael Esteban Arevalo Burbano  
**Botany**

Abhiram Arunkumar  
**Chemical Engineering**

Wasinee Aswasereelert  
**Geoscience**

Uba Backonja  
**Nursing**

Valjean Raiden Bacot-Davis  
**Microbiology**

Nathan Andrew Baertsch  
**Comparative Biomedical Sciences**

Paul Geoffrey Bakken  
**Sociology**

Georgina Balbontin  
**Spanish**

Kenneth John Barns  
**Chemistry**

Judith Marie Baseman  
**Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis**

Ryan Douglas Batt  
**Freshwater and Marine Science**

Nicole Amber Beauchene  
**Biochemistry**

Gabriel Enrique Becerra Toledo  
**Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics**

Meridith Beck Sayre  
**History of Science, Medicine and Technology**

Carolina Andrea Bernales Pardo  
**Second Language Acquisition**

Veronica Meryl Berns  
**Chemistry**

Sanket Pandharinath Bhat  
**Industrial Engineering**

Ryan Dominic Biava  
**Political Science**

Adam Henry Biedrzycki  
**Comparative Biomedical Sciences**

Kimberly Dale Bjarkman  
**Communication Arts**

Alissa Anne Blair  
**Curriculum and Instruction**

John Parle Blake  
**Rehabilitation Psychology**

Laura Blakeslee  
**Sociology**

Molly Thomas Blasing  
**Slavic Languages and Literatures**

Christopher Stephen Bocast  
**Environment and Resources**

Fawaz J. Boodai  
**Civil and Environmental Engineering**

Paola Monserrat Bordon Tapia  
**Economics**

Erin Selene Boyle  
**Chemistry**

Andrew Donald Bridy  
**Mathematics**

Sara Gene Brinegar  
**History**

Jessica Marie Brooks  
**Rehabilitation Psychology**

Jaclyn Renee Brown  
**Chemistry**

Stacy Lyn Bryant  
**Spanish**

James Oliver Askov Bungert  
**Music**

Blakesley K. Burkhart  
**Astronomy**

Felipe Robert Burns  
**Molecular & Environmental Toxicology**

Shengyong Cai  
**Engineering Mechanics**

David Antonio Cantu  
**Biomedical Engineering**

Duc Minh Cao  
**Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics**

Elizabeth Gibbons Capdevielle  
**English**

Rebecca Joann Carlton  
**Chemical Engineering**

Daniel Richard Carmody  
**Physics**

Maria Giulia Carone  
**German**

Maria Giulia Carone  
**Italian**

Alexander Walter Carr  
**Physics**

Joshua Kenneth Carr  
**Chemistry**

Sarah Kathleen Carter  
**Forestry**

Scott Alexander Carter  
**Music**

Jungiu Cha  
**Curriculum and Instruction**

Purin Charoensukasi  
**Cancer Biology**

Deborah A. Chasman  
**Computer Sciences**

Debanjana Chatterjee  
**Population Health**

Kyriaki Chatzikyriakidou  
**Food Science**

Chia-Hsiung Chen  
**Electrical Engineering**

Jiajie Chen  
**Statistics**

Jianshen Chen  
**Educational Psychology**

Lang Chen  
**Psychology**

Yongtao Cheng  
**Mathematics**

Chang Koo Chi  
**Economics**

Chih-Sheng Jason Chiang  
**Biomedical Engineering**

Pulikesi Chittu Rajangam  
**Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics**

Enrico Chlechowitz  
**Electrical Engineering**

Patricia Yoon Seong Cho  
**Chemical Engineering**

Sandipan Chowdhury  
**Biophysics**
Jeffrey Richard Christianson  
Chemistry

Yong Suk Chung  
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics

Anne Christine Samuelson Clarkson  
Human Ecology

John A. Coakley  
History

Hannah Caitlin Cohen  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Odessa Dorian Cole  
Counseling Psychology

James Seaver Coons  
History

Lauren Elizabeth Coppola  
Food Science

Melissa Anne Cordes  
Zoology

Margaret Piatt Cosgriff  
Physics

John Theodore Crawford  
Freshwater and Marine Science

Paul Dennis Creswell  
Population Health

Noelle Marie Crooks  
Psychology

Bennett Eason Cross  
History

Heather S. Dahl  
Special Education

Adam Gabriel Dally  
Physics

Gautam Dasarathy  
Electrical Engineering

Angela Marie Dassow  
Zoology

Angel Rene Del Valle-Echevarria  
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics

Zachary Adam Dequattro  
Zoology

Cathy L. Deshano  
Mass Communications

Tessa Joy Desmond  
English

Desiree Diaz Diaz  
Spanish

Kristin Elise Dittenhafer-Reed  
Biochemistry

Thanh Duc Do  
Computer Sciences

Huimin Dong  
Chinese

Richard G. Donohue  
Geography

Saowapa Duangpan  
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics

Peter Nicholson Dudley  
Zoology

Tyler Duellman  
Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology

Evan Philip Dummit  
Mathematics

Kerry Leanne Dunn  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

John James Dyreby  
Mechanical Engineering

Michael George Edwards  
Social Welfare

Amanda Taylor Eggen  
Psychology

Jonathan Daniel Eisch  
Physics

Brian Earl Eisinger  
Zoology

Chelcie Helena Eller  
Biochemistry

Kohei Enami  
Population Health

Barbara Yolanda Escobar  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Matthew Scott Faber  
Chemistry

Cyrielle Marie Perrine Faivre  
French

Guangxin Fan  
Political Science

Carrie Ann Farberow  
Chemical Engineering

Amin Farmahini Farahani  
Electrical Engineering

Jianjia Fei  
Physics

Jacob Aaron Feintzeig  
Physics

Jessica Lauren Feldman  
Biochemistry

Sarah Anne Font  
Social Welfare

Bryan Jospeh Fox  
Electrical Engineering

Francisco Javier Franchetti  
Economics

Sean Benton Franey  
Electrical Engineering

Shane Michael Fredin  
Dairy Science

Itay Gabay  
Mass Communications

Milind Jayram Gadre  
Materials Science

Alexandra Galambosh  
Linguistics

Fuqiang Gao  
Electrical Engineering

Yuanfeng Gao  
Physics

Mark Andrew Garrison  
Environment and Resources

Cabell Hankinson Gathman  
Sociology

Zhigeng Geng  
Statistics

Keith Paul Gennuso  
Kinesiology

Joseph Paul Gerdt  
Chemistry

Mahtab Ghazizadeh  
Industrial Engineering

Pallab Ghosh  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Trevor Wayne Ghylin  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Matthew Joseph Gidden  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Ezequiel Gomez Caride  
Curriculum and Instruction

Arturo Gomez Rivas  
Population Health

Pilar Gonalons-Pons  
Sociology

Jian Gong  
Mechanical Engineering

Raquel Avelina Gonzalez-Paraiso  
Music

Natalie Marie Gosnell  
Astronomy

Venkatraman Govindaraju  
Computer Sciences

Tyler James Greer  
Chemistry

Jeffrey Alexander Grigg  
Sociology

Robert David Grigg  
Chemistry

Joseph Clark Grim  
Chemistry

Sarah Elizabeth Groeneveld  
English

Angela J. Gruber  
Biochemistry

Kristine Emma Gruley  
Geography

Serafin Josef Nikolaus Grundl  
Economics

Huan Gu  
Forestry

Gui Gui  
Electrical Engineering

Iljoo Ha  
Linguistics

Jamie Natsue Hadac  
Cancer Biology

Amelia Beth Hadler  
Chemistry
Amy Jo Olson
Special Education
Brandon John O’Neill
Chemical Engineering
Victoria Elizabeth Owen
Curriculum and Instruction
Mustafa Ozturk
Food Science
Ulisa Pachekrepolap
Food Science
Jeffrey William Paller
Political Science
Gaston Ariel Palmucci
Economics
Jason Timothy Paltzer
Population Health
So Jung Park
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Soyeong Park
Cancer Biology
Eli Brandon Parke
Physics
William Chesluk Parker
Physics
Joshua Daniel Parsons
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Lirio Patton
Curriculum and Instruction
Erika Lynn Paulson
Business
Arman Pazouki
Mechanical Engineering
Rodrigo Daniel Pedro Feliciano
Food Science
Francisco Penagaricano
Animal Sciences
Dale Michael Perez
Animal Sciences
Oscar Armando Perez Hernandez
Spanish
Andrea Dawn Peterson
Physics
Ryan Virgil Petty
Biochemistry
Caroline M. Piskun
Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Margaret Ellen Pollak
Anthropology
Olga Ponomareva
Neuroscience
Mariela Adelaida Porras-Chaverri
Medical Physics
Nilton Porto
Human Ecology
Nalini Vanessa Prasad
Economics
Rianna Cathleen Preston
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Treenut Pummanee
Nursing
Rebecca A. Putans
Chemistry
Tao Qu
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Marc Andrew Ragain
Business
Daniel Ramirez
Mechanical Engineering
Nikhil Surendra Rao
Electrical Engineering
Matthew Francis Rarey
Art History
John David Rausch, Jr.
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Kunil Kaushik Raval
Cellular and Molecular Biology
Justin Kyle Reed
Electrical Engineering
Bethany Nicole Reilly
Physics
Thomas John Richner
Biomedical Engineering
Benedikt Riedel
Physics
Adam Charles Riggall
Psychology
Jared William Rigoli
Chemistry
Shannon Colette Roberts
Industrial Engineering
Kathleen Marie Robinson
History of Science, Medicine and Technology
Andrea Lili Robles
Sociology
Blake Hudson Rodgers
Linguistics
Camille Lacey Rogers
Mass Communications
Ivan Miguel Rosado-Mendez
Medical Physics
Stacie Fishell Rowan
Counseling Psychology
Kevin Lee Royalty
Biomedical Engineering
Bowen Ruan
Business
Emily Frances Ruff
Chemistry
Laura Aida Ruiz Espelt
Chemistry
Ryan Foster Sacks
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Chiya Saeidi
Electrical Engineering
Erin Elizabeth Saether
Biomedical Engineering
Max R. Salick
Materials Science
Jason Deric Salisbury
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Mahdi Salmani Rahimi
Biomedical Engineering
Stella Angela Gloria Duque Salvo
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Jennifer Sanchez
Rehabilitation Psychology
April C. Sansom
Environment and Resources
Mary Temple Saunders Bulan
Agronomy
Sarah Fayen Scarlett
Art History
Justin Edward Schabow
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Tamara Huremovic Schenkenberg
Art History
Andrew Michael Schmalzer
Mechanical Engineering
Adam Kelly Schmitt
Chemistry
Clover Lorena Schmitt
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Nicholas Brigham Schmuhl
Mass Communications
Daniel Chaim Schneider
Philosophy
Kevin Louis Schulte
Chemical Engineering
Brittany Marie Schwefel
Statistics
Stephanie Pamela Seigel
Educational Psychology
Sercan Murat Sen
Chemical Engineering
Jung Hun Seo
Electrical Engineering
Saleh Shahinfar
Dairy Science
Rebecca Ashley Shalev
Educational Psychology
Manisha Uday Shelat
Mass Communications
Adrienne Clare Shelton
Environment and Resources
Manali J. Sheth
Curriculum and Instruction
Gloria Sheynkman
Chemistry
Liang Shi
Chemistry
Younghee Shin
Chemistry
Yanina Shkel
Electrical Engineering
Megan Noriko Shoji  
Sociology

Mohammed Umair Siddiqui  
Nuclear Engineering and  
Engineering Physics

Jennifer Patrice Sims  
Sociology

Harsh Vardhan Singh  
Biological Systems Engineering

Suyash Singh  
Chemical Engineering

Gayathri Sivakumar  
Communication Arts

Joshua Andrew Slane  
Materials Science

Rebecca Diane Soares  
English

Jie Song  
Biomedical Engineering

Mufaddal Saifee Soni  
Biochemistry

Kia Noel Sorensen  
Sociology

Elena Petrovna Sorokin  
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Alexandra Anne Soukup  
Genetics

Srinath Sridharan  
Computer Sciences

Kristiane Ruth Stapleton  
English

Christine Renee Stephenson  
English

Alana Kaye Sterkel  
Microbiology

Nishant Vivekananda Sule  
Electrical Engineering

Scott Neil Swisher  
Economics

Janine Anne Sytsma  
Art History

Heather Therese Taff  
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Keenan Connel Taylor  
Biochemistry

Melba Marie Téjera  
Cellular and Molecular Pathology

Christopher John Joseph Tervo  
Chemical Engineering

Aditya Virendra Thakur  
Computer Sciences

Fatou Bintou Thiam  
Electrical Engineering

Dan Tian  
Biomedical Engineering

Christa Michelle Tierman  
English

Ann E. Todd  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Vivian H. Trang  
Chemistry

Jiun-Yi Tsai  
Mass Communications

Aniruddha A. Upadhye  
Chemical Engineering

Adam John Usselmann  
Medical Physics

Jacob Usinowicz  
Zoology

Jakob Van Santen  
Physics

Akhila Vasan  
Food Science

Sara Elizabeth Velez  
Chemical Engineering

Javier Alfredo Vera  
Mechanical Engineering

Bjorn Thor Vilhjalmsson  
Special Graduate Committee

Elizabeth Jane Vine  
English

Hilary Joy Victoria Virtanen  
Special Graduate Committee

Eric D. Vivier  
English

Aubrey Sunshine Vogel  
Curriculum and Instruction

Laura Elizabeth Vollmer  
Educational Psychology

Piyaoern Wajanatinapart  
Nursing

Brian M. Walsh  
Botany

Laura Elizabeth Wangerin  
History

Joshua Joseph Weber  
Physics

Adam Benjamin Weinstein  
Chemistry

Gavin McCabe Weir  
Electrical Engineering

Jeremy Chen Weiss  
Computer Sciences

Helen Y. Weng  
Psychology

Robert Steven Wilcox  
Electrical Engineering

Ernise Williams  
Nursing

Emma Hiatt Wilson  
Rehabilitation Psychology

Kelsey Winsor  
Geoscience

Nathan Joseph Wlodarchak  
Cancer Biology

Isak George Bayard Wold  
Astronomy

Ryan Thomas Wollaeger  
Nuclear Engineering and  
Engineering Physics

Letitia Ling Wen Wong  
Molecular & Environmental Toxicology

Lily Wong  
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Michael Patrick Wood  
Physics

Samantha Leah Gray Wright  
Neuroscience

Elizabeth Innes Wrigley-Field  
Sociology

Cari Lee Wrysinski-Guden  
Educational Leadership and  
Policy Analysis

Jiabin Wu  
Economics

Jianqiang Wu  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Xian Wu  
Physics

Jiale Xu  
Statistics

Xu Xu  
Statistics

Yaoqiao Xu  
Statistics

Wenjie Yan  
Communication Arts

Cheng-Ying Yang  
Economics

Dennis Tin Ken Yang  
Chemical Engineering

Fan Yang  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Tomohiko Yano  
Economics

Sara Ker-Ch’ng Yeo  
Mass Communications

Hojin Yoo  
Physics

Jeewon Yoo  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Woo Hyun Yoo  
Mass Communications

Jongwon Yoon  
Computer Sciences

Kyana Rosa Lynnae Young  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Yan Yu  
Chemical Engineering

Yuan Yuan  
Industrial Engineering

Christopher Dennis Zahm  
Cancer Biology

Chunyan Zhang  
Business

Dongsheng Zhang  
Mechanical Engineering
Jiabin Zhang  
Neuroscience
Jingfang Zhang  
Cancer Biology
Siwei Zhang  
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Junke Zhao  
Economics
Mo Zhao  
Electrical Engineering
Weili Zhao  
Curriculum and Instruction
Guiqiu Zheng  
Materials Science
Shengqi Zhu  
Computer Sciences
Yu Zhu  
Economics
Beth Ann Zinsli  
Art History
Katherine Yoder Zipp  
Agricultural and Applied Economics
Mohammad Arslan Zulfiqar  
Electrical Engineering
Cai Zuo  
Political Science

Doctor of Musical Arts
Rosemary Jones Brumbelow
Yohan Kim
Sean Eliot Kleve
Adam Mark Kluck
Pei-Yun Lee
Dino Mulic
Myungjin Yang

Master of Fine Arts
Charles Ray Easley  
Art
Hans Richard Gottsacker  
Art
Jason Peter Gray  
Art
Dominique Aline Haller  
Art
Elizabeth Christina Heller  
Art
Kathleen Witten Kennedy  
Art
Paul Jacob Lorenz  
Art
Mackenzie N. Reynolds  
Art
Nicholas James Stawinski  
Art
Grace A. Sullivan  
Art
James E. Vogel  
Theatre and Drama
Margaret B. Willsey  
Art

Doctor of Medicine
Michele Lorenz Malloy

Master of Physician Assistant Studies
Daniel Stephen Barry
Brian L. Beardsley
Ken M. Christensen
Carey Gale McDowell Dachik
Alissa Marie DeVos
Nicole Lee Flohr
Lynn Marie Heisel
Jennifer Lynn Jarrett
Brian Clark Kayon
Liubou Korzun
Annie Lyn Neumann
Lori Ann Seabone
Kim Marie Shefchik
Hugh Brandon Sugar
Jean Marie Sutschek
Susette Chryl Thompson
Courtney Lee Warren
Jared Peter Waterman
David Charles Wilson

Master of Public Health
Michele Lee Coleman
Christa N. Fields
Andrew John Haertel
Catherine Linda Hawkins
James Ronald Lehman
Christopher Ray Steward
Hannah Phippen Wente
Phia Xiong

Doctor of Juridical Science
Yongsung Kim

Doctor of Law (Juris Docter)
Jonathan J. Aftalion
Hillary Laurel Annin
Alyssa Marie Armbrust
Jordan Jarred Bergmann
Joshua Brian Blanchette
Blair Bowman
Ieng-Yi Chen
Nicholas James Coenen
Anna M. Dontje
Nicholas Gene Doremus
Thomas Michael Dufek
Diana Michelle Eisenberg
Zoe Elizabeth Everett
Joshua J. Florian
Kristen Dawn Fox
Laura D. Graham
Courtney A. Hollander
Tyler James Junger
Kaitlin Conover Kollross
Taylor L. Kraus
Matthew Lantta
Bridget Danielle Laurent
Zachary P. Leigh
Alexander Scott Lewin
Xiaohong Liu
Richard A. Manthe
Matthew William Misfeldt
Christopher D. Moore
Stephen J. Nester
Lia M. Ocasio
Shaun William O’Connell
Julie E. Ouellette
Brian C. Padove
Patricia Maria Padurean
Mitchell Andrew Perry
Paul C. Rohloff
Jennifer Louise Rundquist
Shane B. Russom
Jaclyn Schwartz
Paris M. Scott
Bonita J. Shucha
Rachel Elizabeth Snyder
Meredith J. Stier
Margaret Jeanne Struve
Kerra E. Stumbris
Justine Leigh Suleski
Puck Diego Y. Tsai
Michael P. Vanderboom
Samuel Thomas Wegleitner
Master of Laws
Shuai Hao
Prasit Pivatapanich

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Laura Elizabeth Koga
Rebekah Rachel Matos

Doctor of Audiology
Nhu Y. Thi Tran

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
Natalia Joy Strandberg

Master’s Degrees
Ephrem Abebe Aboneh
Social and Administrative Sciences in Pharmacy
Suehelay Acevedo-Acevedo
Biomedical Engineering
Sowmya Acharya
Electrical Engineering
Dariush Timothy Aghai
Bacteriology
Imaduddin Ahmed
Mechanical Engineering
Manik Aima
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Syed Nouman Akhtar
Electrical Engineering
Olusegun Emmanuel Akinwole
Pharmacy
Amal Y. Alhefdhi
Clinical Investigation
Alaa Abduljabbar Alkhayyat
Biomedical Engineering
Syham Abdullah Almezaini
Curriculum and Instruction
Meareg G. Amare
Bacteriology
Soham Anand
Industrial Engineering
Soham Anand
Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Lindsay Joy Anderson
Library and Information Studies
Mark Don Argyle
Engineering
Simran Arora
Rehabilitation Psychology
Teresa Joy Olson Arrate
Conservation Biology and Sustainable Development
John Eugene Ash
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Vivek Astvansh
Business: Marketing
Lauren Ashley Baker
Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Jayeesh Bakshi
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Jason Aaron Bandy
Materials Science
Jingya Bao
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Preston James Barrows
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Michel Bauer
Mechanical Engineering
Daniel L. Baum
Chemistry
Joel Bautista
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Marjose Bedoya
Medical Physics
Alexandra Elizabeth Beletic
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Kasandra K. Bellamy
Social Work
Breann Elizabeth Bender
Plant Pathology
Claire Kathryn Berezowitz
Educational Psychology
Christopher James Besaw
Biomedical Engineering
Devesh Bhimsaria
Electrical Engineering
Alex Thomas Binder
Epidemiology
Elizabeth Kaye Bingman
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Seth Lucas Block
Environment and Resources
Shari Marie Blumenstock
Human Ecology
Merve Bodur
Computer Sciences
Erin Tavormina Boettcher
Astronomy
Joseph James Bomber
Electrical Engineering
Gregory Travis Bond
Library and Information Studies
Michelle Kristine Bowman
Landscape Architecture
Laura Stewart Bradley
Social Work
Ellen Marian Brayer
Russian, East European and Central Asian Studies
Kelsey Lynn Brekke
Rehabilitation Psychology
Nicole Marie Brezinsky
Occupational Therapy
Maura McCarthy Briggs
Curriculum and Instruction
Andrew Jeffery Brodek
Bacteriology
Rebecca Lynn Brotzman
Dairy Science
Jaclyn Renee Brown
Chemistry
Nicholas Charles Browning
Engineering
Beau Alan Burdett
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Valerie Rose Burns
Counseling
Ad Byerly
Geoscience
Frank J. Cabrera
Philosophy
Alexander James Campbell
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Kirby Robert Campbell
Biomedical Engineering
David Daniel Campos
Medical Physics
Alicia Renee Cannizzo
Art History
Yalian Cao
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics
Dunbar Nathan Carpenter
Forestry
Kristen Alexandra Cassarini
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Ethan Euchrist Ezra Castongia
Geophysics
Anna Marie Cates
Agroecology
Soil Science
Preeda Chaturabong
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Hrushikesh Rajan Chavan
Electrical Engineering
Megan Marie Chawner
Agroecology
Soil Science
Si Chen  
Art

Yanyan Chen  
Economics

International Public Affairs

Lydia Cheng  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Zhu Cheng  
Urban and Regional Planning

Li-Hong Chiu  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Dennis H. Choi  
History

Sucheewin Chotchatchawankul  
Chemistry

Tzu-Hsuan Chung  
Urban and Regional Planning

Michele Lee Coleman  
Public Affairs

Cody William Cook  
Kinesiology

Travis Michael Cordie  
Biomedical Engineering

Meredith Lindsley Coulson  
Agroecology

Joshua Caleb Courlas  
Wildlife Ecology

Kimberly Crespo  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Michael Scott Crossley  
Entomology

Nicholass Allen Crowley  
Economics

Jeremiah John Cupery  
Engineering

Jaicheng Dai  
Economics

James Thomas Dameron  
Electrical Engineering

Brian David Davidson  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Donny Davis  
Electrical Engineering

Yeesy Davis  
Electrical Engineering

Jesse Brianne De Angelis  
Rehabilitation Psychology

Sarah Beth Delany  
Occupational Therapy

Dongdong Deng  
Computer Sciences

Kristen Dennis  
Business: Accounting

Harshada Milind Deshpande  
Mechanical Engineering

Natalie Dickson  
Business: Accounting

Erica Lynn Falk Diehl  
Environment and Resources

Megan Ann Dieringer  
Occupational Therapy

Alyssa Diane Digilio  
Statistics

Molly Walker Dineen  
Library and Information Studies

Ellen Dinsmore  
Sociology

Daniel Andrew Dissing  
English

Nicholas Carson Dollard  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Tracey A. Dorian  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Bryan Allison Dow  
Mechanical Engineering

Chen Du  
Animal Sciences

Sean Gregory Dubois  
Environment and Resources

Samuel Charles Ducatman  
Physics

Phillip Lee Duran  
Environment and Resources

Mary Lynne Durston  
Cancer Biology

Casey Lim Ea  
Rehabilitation Psychology

Terrance Richard Easley  
Rehabilitation Psychology

Carol Anne Eckerly  
Educational Psychology

Noah Edelstein  
Curriculum and Instruction

Katie Marie Ehlers  
Occupational Therapy

Thomas K. Ellingham  
Mechanical Engineering

Martha Kristen Elson  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Emmalynn Pepper Ennis  
Rehabilitation Psychology

Charlotte Frances Ericksen  
Social Work

Nilufer Duysgu Eriten  
History

Jennifer Ann Espinoza-Forlenza  
Occupational Therapy

Adrienne Lindsay Evans  
Library and Information Studies

Torin Larson Evans  
Bacteriology

Aaron Nicholas Fancher  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Haotian Feng  
Industrial Engineering

Jayer Adrian Fernandes  
Electrical Engineering

Alison Mary Ferris  
Mechanical Engineering

Diane Lynn Finnegan  
Landscape Architecture

Michael Scott Flancher  
Bacteriology

Daniel Christopher Fletcher  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Stephanie Rae Flood  
Curriculum and Instruction

Katy P. France  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Nathaniel Joseph Franchette  
Russian, East European and Central Asian Studies

David Matthew French  
Astronomy

Maria Jose del Carmen Fuenzalida Valenzuela  
Dairy Science

Joshua Jeffry Gable  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Ryan Andrew Galante  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Nicolas Galleguillos Katz  
Botany

Krutu Shyam Garg  
Industrial Engineering

Matthew P. Gnanacopoulos  
Urban and Regional Planning

Ellen Jean Geisler  
Forestry

Nathan David Gerds  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Becky Lynn Germain  
Social Work

Christopher William Gill  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Michael Gilbert Gionet  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Amanda Maci Glenchner  
Rehabilitation Psychology

Kristina Lynne Glodoski  
Library and Information Studies

Jeffrey Gobeli  
Electrical Engineering

Shreya Goel  
Materials Science

Xun Gong  
Economics

Martha Jean Goodell  
Environment and Resources
Max Cash Goodman  
Economics

Amanda Marie Gordon  
Pharmacy

Thomas Michael Gostanian  
Chemical Engineering

Erik Mathew Gould  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Tyler Franklin Graf  
Mechanical Engineering

Ian Scott Graff  
Bacteriology

Ryan Michael Griffin  
Engineering

Adam Lawrence Grisdale  
Engineering

Sebastian Grobe  
Economics

David John Guckenberger, Jr.  
Biomedical Engineering

Peter James Guerin  
Biomedical Engineering

Thilina Lakmal Gunawardhana  
Biological Systems Engineering

Chaohe Guo  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Ziliang Guo  
Electrical Engineering

Anders Mathias Gurda  
Agroecology

Chan Soo Ha  
Engineering Mechanics

Courtney Elizabeth Hall  
Educational Psychology

Erin Lindsey Hamilton  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Di Han  
Electrical Engineering

Ryan Brett Harris  
Mechanical Engineering

Thomas Miller Harris  
Engineering

Megan Joy Haserodt  
Geoscience

Elizabeth Ellen Hauser  
Curriculum and Instruction

Joshua J. Havertape  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Ryan Michael Heinbuch  
Engineering

Samuel Robert Helgeson  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Nicholas Andrew Hendrickson  
Occupational Therapy

Troy Henkel  
Business: Accounting

Paula Andrea Henriquez  
Conservation Biology and Sustainable Development

Courtney Ruthe Heuer  
Dairy Science

Sean Heyman  
Biomedical Engineering

Christiania Lynn Hittner  
Life Sciences Communication

Chen-Han Ho  
Computer Sciences

Sabrina Leonor Virginia Hoffman  
Medical Physics

Evan Hou  
Mechanical Engineering

Jialin Hou  
Economics

Katie Anne Howard  
Horticulture

Lanikque L. Howard  
Social Work

Tingting Hu  
Landscape Architecture

Han Sol Huh  
Counseling

Kuniaki Inoue  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Christina Renee Jacobs  
Occupational Therapy

Lucas J. Jacobson  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Mona Jalal  
Electrical Engineering

Julia Han Janicki  
Entomology

Matthew Jeffrey Jasica  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Xintong Jiang  
Geoscience

Rommel Javier Jimenez  
Italian

Jose Antonio Jimenez-Torres  
Biomedical Engineering

Jiayang Jin  
Food Science

Gang Jing  
Computer Sciences

Amy Jean Johanning  
Rehabilitation Psychology

Jeremy Wayne Jones  
Water Resources Management

Cherin Joseph  
Computer Sciences

Rasika Dhananjay Joshi  
Electrical Engineering

Peter Joseph Jzyk  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Nicholas Kaiser  
Chemistry

Matthew William Keating  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Peter James Kechele  
Curriculum and Instruction

Il Kyong Keil  
Economics

Sean Joseph Kelly  
Engineering Mechanics

Joshua Guy Kerr  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Eric Jon Kersten  
Biomedical Engineering

Tushar Vasant Khot  
Computer Sciences

Daniel Kigeya, Jr.  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Ju Hyung Kim  
Electrical Engineering

So Wun Kim  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Suro Kim  
Mechanical Engineering

Michael Roger Klingbeil  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Morgan Elizabeth Knapp  
Food Science

Vanessa Margret Knoppe-Wetzel  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Jason Michael Kokkinos  
Landscape Architecture

Peter Koslosky  
Chemistry

Liubov Kosyukova  
German

Sarah Marie Krantz  
Biological Systems Engineering

Trevin Lynn Kreier  
Life Sciences Communication

Justin Conrad Krosschell  
Electrical Engineering

Jennifer Ann Kruk  
Rehabilitation Psychology

Trevor James Kuehl  
Library and Information Studies

Akshay Kumar  
Mechanical Engineering

Pinar Kutuk Yilmaz  
Social Work

Jaclyn Renee Lang  
Library and Information Studies

Danielle Rae Lardinois  
Educational Psychology
Jillian Jean Laurent  
*Occupational Therapy*

Kara Heather Lawson  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Zach John Lawson  
*Freshwater and Marine Science*

Karen Keane Lazar  
*Population Health*

Anna Sabrina Lee  
*Agroecology*

Jeongki Lee  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Ji Young Lee  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Subin Lee  
*Electrical Engineering*

Patcharaporn Leepipatpiboon  
*Economics*

Malia Laina Lehrer  
*Geoscience*

Yuewen Lei  
*Electrical Engineering*

Sarah Alice Mary Lemon  
*Geophysics*

Margaret Lempert  
*Agroecology*

Patrice Michelle Leverett  
*Educational Psychology*

Brian Perez Leyde  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Ao Li  
*Materials Science*

Silong Li  
*Electrical Engineering*

Yingjie Li  
*Electrical Engineering*

Yu Han Lin  
*English*

Jenna Marie Lind  
*Plant Pathology*

Emily Michelle Link  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*

Minglu Liu  
*Geoscience*

Luke C. Loken  
*Freshwater and Marine Science*

Brendan J. Loula  
*Music*

Qianwen Lu  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Xiya Lu  
*Computer Sciences*

Tobias Lunt  
*Agroecology*

Plant Pathology

Shiyu Luo  
*Computer Sciences*

Cassie Lynch  
*Environment and Resources*

Haifeng Ma  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Kate Lesley MacCrimmon  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Daniel Carl Mandel  
*Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology*

Krishna Shankar Mani  
*Industrial Engineering*

Rebecka Elaine Manis  
*English*

Zhenyu Mao  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Montgomery Thomas Marsh  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Katelyn Christine Martens  
*Library and Information Studies*

Erin Marie Martini  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Jessica Leanne Mayry  
*Entomology*

Michelle L. Mazzeo  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Alyn Turner McCarty  
*Population Health*

Kelsey Lynn McCusker  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Meaghan Jeanette McDonald  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Michael James McDowall  
*Electrical Engineering*

Kiernan T. McGowan  
*Electrical Engineering*

Jerel Alexander McKay  
*Occupational Therapy*

Daniel Preston McLeod  
*Economics*

Maureen M. McQuirk  
*Art Education*

Song Mei  
*Electrical Engineering*

Natalie Christine Mello  
*Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics*

Jorge Eduardo Mendoza  
*Wildlife Ecology*

Xin Meng  
*Industrial Engineering*

Kristen Marie Miller  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Thomas Robert Miller-Bishoff  
*Occupational Therapy*

Masashi Mizobuchi  
*Occupational Therapy*

Andrew Robert Mollica  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Devon Dermot Moloney  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Courtney Elizabeth Mongiat  
*Library and Information Studies*

Damari Ann Montgomery  
*Occupational Therapy*

Spencer Allen Eugene Moore  
*Dairy Science*

Reynaldo Antonio Morales  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Catharine Gunderson Moran  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Maxwell James Mosher  
*Languages and Cultures of Asia*

Moses Alejandro Muci  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Jackson Ssentalo Musuza  
*Population Health*

Ranjini Mysore Nagaraju  
*Electrical Engineering*

Divya Natarajan  
*Electrical Engineering*

Austin Allan Nelson  
*Electrical Engineering*

Ethan Lane Nelson  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

Kyle Arthur Nelson  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

William Christopher Nemeth  
*Bacteriology*

Rachel Ann Ney  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*

Wei-Quan Ng  
*Electrical Engineering*

Haruka Nishimura  
*Japanese*

Tiffany Lynn Nondahl  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Jukkrit Noppakunkajorn  
*Electrical Engineering*

Elsa Alexa Noterman  
*Geography*

Sirous Nourgostar  
*Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics*

Joseph Rocco Novello  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Lia M. Ocasio  
*Latin American, Caribbean and Iberian Studies*

Anuradha Girish Ogale  
*Electrical Engineering*

Hayato Ogawa  
*Engineering*

Stephen Andrew Ogden  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*
Charles William Olson  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Courtney Olson  
Russian, East European and Central Asian Studies
Arrielle Christine Opotowsky  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Justin D. Orrick  
Biological Systems Engineering
John Mayaka Oruongo  
Industrial Engineering
Oladipupo Abiodun Oyeleye  
Afro-American Studies
Alperen Ozalp  
Electrical Engineering
Erdemalp Ozden  
Economics
Merve Ozen  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Patrick Evan Ozimek  
Electrical Engineering
Surya Narayanan Paneer Selvam  
Mechanical Engineering
Sara Elizabeth Panter  
Occupational Therapy
Scott Papez  
Business: Accounting
John Park  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Seunghyun Park  
Mechanical Engineering
Lindsey Kennedy Parker  
Rehabilitation Psychology
Joshua Scott Parkin  
Electrical Engineering
Sona E. Pastel-Daneshgar  
Library and Information Studies
Chetan Patil  
Electrical Engineering
Stephen Lee Peery  
Biomedical Engineering
Janetta S. Pegues  
Library and Information Studies
Francisco Penagaricano  
Statistics
Yilang Peng  
Journalism and Mass Communication
Anne Sparks Perez  
Curriculum and Instruction
Amelia Christine Perillo  
Environment and Resources
Lindsey Leanne Peterson  
Rehabilitation Psychology
Kim Huong Pham  
Environment and Resources
Kim Marie Phan  
Southeast Asian Studies
Mingyue Pi  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Elizabeth Lauren Pier  
Educational Psychology
Deepak Pillai  
Engineering
Michael A. Pinkert  
Medical Physics
Michael James Polich  
Biological Systems Engineering
Bryce Nathaniel Porter  
Library and Information Studies
Aditya Prakash  
Electrical Engineering
Purna Prakash  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Bhaskar Pratap  
Computer Sciences
Andrea Puccio Saez  
Counseling
Xiaoli Qiu  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics
Nadia Gabrielle Rahman  
Rehabilitation Psychology
Nitin Ramesh  
Electrical Engineering
Christopher J. Rawles  
Geophysics
Fidan Recica  
Biomedical Engineering
Matthew D. Reeves  
Engineering
Anne Marie Rego  
Occupational Therapy
Adam Reinicke  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Anders Arthur Rempel  
Educational Psychology
Linxue Ren  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Anna Rice  
Occupational Therapy
Ashley K. Rivas  
Curriculum and Instruction
Michael Antony Robinson  
Mechanical Engineering
Katharine LeeAnne Roling  
Educational Psychology
Qing Rong  
Industrial Engineering
Mordechai Nels Rorvig  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Emily Rosenbaum  
Business: Accounting
Terry Dianne Ross  
Curriculum and Instruction
Joe Roth  
Engineering
Bowen Ruan  
Human Ecology
Caitlin Rose Rugani  
Cancer Biology
Hilary Miller Runion  
Human Ecology
Gissel Morales Ruoff  
Electrical Engineering
Laura Silvia Rupp  
Food Science
Andrew Neal Rutherford  
Kinesiology
Kristin Marie Ryder  
Gender and Women’s Studies
Michael Salata  
Electrical Engineering
Nimrod Salgado  
Special Education
Miranda Paulina Salguero Mendoza  
Curriculum and Instruction
Nishka Krishnappa Saligrama  
Computer Sciences
Industrial Engineering
Praveen Sankaranarayanan  
Electrical Engineering
Eri Sato  
Japanese
Allen Joseph Schaan  
Geoscience
Madeline Whelan Schatzberg  
Agricultural and Applied Economics
Miranda Lee Schieber  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Casi Mae Schienebeck  
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Paul Richard Schilke  
Forestry
Becky Marie Schmidt  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Holly Claire Schoenberg  
Biomedical Engineering
Heather N. Schrant  
Pharmacy
Alexandra Breanne Schroeder  
Medical Physics
Danielle Marie Schulte  
Epidemiology
Haley Marie Schultz  
Rehabilitation Psychology
Benjamin Eric Schwan  
Philosophy
Elizabeth Ann Schwantes  
Clinical Investigation
Kenneth Edward Scidmore  
Electrical Engineering
Erica Jean Scotty  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Colgate Metcalf Searle  
Art
Megan Jean Sekelsky  
Rehabilitation Psychology
Brandon Lee Semerau  
Nuclear Engineering and  
Engineering Physics
Afrin Shafiuddin  
Electrical Engineering
Emma Shakeshaft  
Sociology
Judith N. Sheche  
Human Ecology
Biyun Sheng  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Guojian Shi  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Junfeng Shi  
Economics
Boram Shin  
Art
Joseph Robert Shinners  
Mechanical Engineering
Rohit Shukla  
Electrical Engineering
Sarah Siebach  
Horticulture
Joshua Ian Silver  
History
Aditya Singh  
Computer Sciences  
Industial Engineering
Daniel Madison Singleton  
Russian, East European and Central  
Asian Studies
Suresh Sivavarman  
Engineering
Samantha Leimontas Skar  
Library and Information Studies
Chelsea Rose Smith  
English
Claudia Rocio Solis Lemus  
Mathematics
Joannah Sprecher Sorg  
Curriculum and Instruction
John David Souther  
Geography
Abigail Lynn Springman  
Library and Information Studies
Scott Squires  
Occupational Therapy
Rebecca Shana Stanek  
Rehabilitation Psychology
Kristin Ingrid Stange  
Occupational Therapy
Eliot Daintry Stanton  
Bacteriology
Matthew Burke Starr  
Materials Science
Kari Ann Steiger  
Entomology
Jared Alan Steinke  
Philosophy
Jenna Elizabeth Stoeber  
Communication Arts
Clayton Matthew Stoffel  
Dairy Science
Kelsey Marie Straub  
Business: Accounting
Andrea Kaye Strub  
Rehabilitation Psychology
Guru Subramani  
Mechanical Engineering
Sean M. Sultaire  
Wildlife Ecology
Chen Sun  
English
Charlene Ann Swansen  
Library and Information Studies
Derek Allen Tanis  
Engineering
Matthew C. Tattersall  
Epidemiology
Amy Beth Taub  
Human Ecology
Katherine Ann Taylor  
Occupational Therapy
Abigail Rae Terhaar  
Industrial Engineering
Margaret Wanjiku Thairu  
Entomology
Sriramkumar Thangavel  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Beth Kristine Thompson  
Occupational Therapy
Brian Jun Thompson  
Japanese
Jaymee Lynn Thompson  
Educational Leadership and  
Policy Analysis
Xiaolu Tian  
Electrical Engineering
Alison Mary Tobison  
Occupational Therapy
Yacouba Traore  
Educational Leadership and  
Policy Analysis
Akire Sherard Trestrail  
Medical Physics
Ayasha Jamila Tripp  
Afro-American Studies
Tsung-Lin Tsai  
Biomedical Engineering
Pamela Marie Tsufis  
Economics
Rie Tsujihara  
Japanese
Misty Danielle Turnquest  
Educational Leadership and  
Policy Analysis
Johnny Albert Uelmen, Jr.  
Entomology
Michael Curtis Umhoefer  
Industrial Engineering
Kolton John Urso  
Nuclear Engineering and  
Engineering Physics
Ranna Vakilizadeh  
Industrial Engineering
Lauryn Michelle Vanderwerff  
Dairy Science
Madhav Venkateswaran  
Electrical Engineering
LeAndrea Michelle Vernon  
Educational Leadership and  
Policy Analysis
Aparna Vidyasagar  
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ana Villalobos  
Environmental Chemistry and  
Technology
Erika Jane Vivyan  
Educational Psychology
Rachel Marie Vohnourka  
Counseling
Christopher Matthew von Kohn  
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Mai Nhia Vue  
Social Work
Pa Tou Vue  
Counseling
Dana Renee Wagner  
Animal Sciences
Margaret Lynn Wallace  
Population Health
Kyle Patrick Walsh  
Curriculum and Instruction
Rebecca Anne Walters  
Curriculum and Instruction
Kevin Wafula Wamalwa  
African Languages and Literature
Li Wang  
Linguistics
Wei Wang  
Business: Real Estate and Urban  
Land Economics
Xin Wang  
Curriculum and Instruction
Ye Wang  
Business: Accounting
Ye Wang  
Public Affairs
Yichen Wang  
English
Rebecca Sophia Constance Weerth  
Bacteriology
Telephoto lens view of Science Hall with Van Hise Hall in the background
This list of undergraduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar as of November 14, 2014 and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing.

Selection as an *honors candidate* indicates participation in the honors program in the student’s school or college and does not necessarily indicate fulfillment of the requirements for a degree with honors.

A student selected for *distinctive scholastic achievement* has completed a minimum of 60 credits at UW–Madison and has a cumulative grade-point average placing her/him within the top 20% of graduating students in the school or college.

### College of Letters and Science

Anders Hammersgaard Aasheim  
Hannah Beatrice Abel  
Jerry D. Adkins, Jr.  
Hannah Ahmad Zairee  
Shahana Alavi  
Elizabeth Ann Albers  
‡ Zachary Abram Alexander  
Sabrine Sameer Ali  
Eric Ross Allen  
Joseph Harry Allen  
Tess Marie Allen  
‡ Kelsey Grace Alt  
Kelly Elise Ambrookian  
† Jasmine Elena Amerson  
Neckhat Amir  
Jiaqi An  
Carl Nicholas Anderson  
Paul Raymond Anderson  
Peter Calvin Anderson  
Marisa E. Aronson  
Ashlee Taylor Arreguin  
Kastriot Asani  
Mitchell Wyatt Asplund  
Praveena Surangi Atapattu  
† Janis Anayansi Avalos-Rios  
Shawn Marie Avery  
Matthew Magdy Awad  
Ashley Therese Bachmann  
Luis Antonio Baez, III  
‡ Michael Jacob Bahrmasel  
Jonathan Michael Baird  
Matthew Merrick Bakken  
Alexander Jay Banon  
Richard Carl Barker  
Superior Seville Barnes  
Brendan Ross Barone  
Felicia Rose Barrios  
Brian J. Bartell  
Garrett Cole Bastle  
Caroline Rose Bauer  
Mary Allison Bauman  
Brittany Rose Bavery  
Krista Ann Bayley  
Greta Marx Becker  
‡ Jenna Henricksen Becker  
John William Begotka  
Samuel E. Begun  
Adam Lloyd Behl  
Bradley Charles Bennett  
Scott Richard Bennett  
Kyle Wyatt Benz  
Diana Kay Berenz  
‡ Julia Catherine Berg  
‡ Natalie Elizabeth Berg  
Erin Amanda Berge  
‡ Seth A. Berger  
Brenna Elizabeth Bergquist  
Olivia Marie Bernauer  
‡ Alyssa R. Bernett  
‡ Marissa Rose Beste  
‡ Jennifer Elise Beth  
Garth Everett Beyer  
Elizabeth Victoria Biagioni  
Benjamin Ross Bialek  
Scott Rogers Bieniasz  
Patrick Anthony Bieser, Jr.  
Alexander Joseph Birkett  
Keith Brandon Black  
Isaac Porter Blackburn  
Claire Elizabeth Blankenship  
Ari Lev-Chai Blasberg  
Daniel Walter Block  
Caityln Rose Blom  
Kathleen Rose Bloom  
Brittany Bock  
Vanessa Yvonne Bodley  
Jared Thomas Bodoh  
Colton James Boettcher  
‡ Patrick Thomas Bollem  
Emily Jade Bollem  
Frank Rollan Ross Bonneau  
Alexander Vincent Bono  
Lauren Marie Bornemann  
Jasmine Shavon Bounds  
Ransom R. Boyd  
Jeffrey Dean Boysen  
‡ Rachel Bozich  
Mitchell Thomas Brachmann  
Alannah Beth Braker  
Colin Michael Brancato  
Joshua John Brandau  
Andrew Thomas Brandt  
‡ Alyssa Rose Brandvold  
‡ Alyssa Marie Braun  
Samantha A. Brecht  
Kurt William Brehm  
Catherine Carole Brennan  
Alyssa Brenner  
Jennifer Allison Bright  
Jonathan Gerald Brockman  
Eric Allan Brooks  
Rebecca Alyssa Brower  
Deonate Xavier Brown  
Kyle Thomas Brunn  
Ellen Raquel Bruno  
Kathleen Mary Buckley  
Rachel Buckley  
‡ Anne Marie Buethe  
Jacob Michael Bunno  
David Charles Bureczyk  
Brianna Marie Burgarino  
Joseph John Burge  
Jason Scott Burke  
Andrew Thomas Knipe Burnley  
Kyle James Bushaw  
Joseph Michael Bushell  
Timothy Ryan Butler  
‡ Carl Buttke  
‡ Matthew Austin Butzler  
Ellie Marie Byom  
Sherard Robert Cadogan  
William Jeffrey Caldwell  
Katherine Marie Calewarts  
Robert Edward Callan, III  
Jasmine Noel Calvin  
Lamar Christopher Campbell  
Rhianna Campbell  
Gordon Hyde Campbell

† Honors Candidate  
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Alex Daniel Canter
† Elizabeth Cao
Bliss Jacqueline Capener
‡ Emelia Jean Carpenter
 Caitlin Marie Carranza
Eric Lionel Cerda
Christopher Mark Challe
‡ Mara Camille Champagne
† Eldridge Y. Chan
† Thevaasiinen Chandereng
Albert Phauong Chanthaboury
Meiling Christie Chao
Eric Steven Chapman
Cory Andrews Chappell
‡ Olivia Kathleen Charlier
Hayley Elizabht Chastain
‡ Sidra Cheema
Hui Chen
‡ Jingke Chen
Yuqian Chen
Yu Chen
† Yu Chen
† Zhuo Chen
 Cindy Min Chew
Tia Chitwood
† Michelle Ai-Chen Chiu
Minji Cho
Hakyung Cho
Hyunjick Cho
Kaleb Lee Christian
Eva Patlak Chudnow
Woo Je Chun
Yunus Allen Church
Diana Mary Elizabeth Civitello
Kevin Claas
Kevin James Clancy
‡ Alexandra Grace Clark
Jack Padraic Clark
Alexis Rachel Clausen
‡ Barrett Elise Clausen
Annie Jo Coatta
Jordan Andrew Coff
Allyson Cohen
Shannon Victoria Cole
‡ Dylan James Coleman
Vonzell Coleman, Jr.
Caitlin Elizabeth Collies
Grace Conetta Collins
Michael Patrick Collins
‡ Peter Michael Collins
Christina Elaine Cominelli
‡ Nora Elizabeth Conneely
Adam Michael Cook
‡ Jamie Cooley
Caitlin Cooper
Tyler Walter Coppens
Adam J. Corey-Smith
Kyle David Cornelius
Leo Michael Cornils
Kyla Marie Cox
Mary Elizabeth Coyne
‡ Benjamin Roy Creelman
Gregory C. Crist
† Hailey Madison Cross
Alexander William Csizmadia
Alberto Cuevas
Suzannah Emily Dagnon
Nicholas David Dahlke
‡ Brady Marcus Dangelser
Cassandra Michele Darrah
† Jonathon Meyers Davies
J. Brandon Davis
Caitlin Elizabeth Parbst Dean
Brock Anthony DeCicco
Philip Allen Deisinger
Vanessa Faye DellaBitta
Jennifer Nancy Demain
Susan DeMerit
‡ Yishu Deng
Alexander Clifton Desnoyers
Jennifer Ambelyn Detlor
Suzanne Elizabeth Deuster
Nicholas Leo Devonald
Damon Dewaide
Elena Noelle Diaz
Stephanie Ann Dietz
Mona Dockerty
Daniel Patrick Docter
Kenzel Lamar Doe
‡ Gabriel James Dottl
Kyle David Dougherty
Dylan Joseph Douglas
Michael Lindsay Dow
Hannah Powell Downes
‡ Emma Lynn Downing
Elinor Ruth Driver
Corinne Christine Droessler
† Marina Dubovis
Kelly Christine Duerr
Tara Lynn Duffin
‡ Megan Maureen Duffy
Jeremy Dumke
Nathaniel Dunn
Tam Thai Duong
‡ Katherine Rose Ebinger
Gablin John Eckel
Alex Albert Egelhoff
Carley Kraemer Eisenberg
† Logan John Eklund
Ahmed Mohamed Elgebaly
Eric Thomas Ellis
‡ Ben Elmakias
Connor John Enright
Carley Anne Erickson, Sr.
‡ Elisabeth Ann Erickson
‡ Krista Kathryn Erickson
Christa Joy Esperza
Patricia Espino
Sarah Marie Eucalano
Maha Ezelarab
Kevin Michael Falk
Maura Baldwin Falk
William Joseph Fanelli
Xiao Fang
Yihang Fang
Thomas Gary Farnham
Brandon David Farnsworth
‡ Kelly Lynn Fatten
Amy J. Feinstein
Xin Feng
Kendall Lauren Ferguson
‡ Rachel Baldrica Fettig
Ross Daniel Fieldbinder
‡ Alexander Joseph Fife
‡ Jordan Michael Filerman
Charles Philip Finch
Evon Dean Flettnr
Jillian L. Francour
Sydney Frattura Kampschroer
Taylor Frechette
† Brandon Robert Free
‡ Michael David Freidberg
Kevin Robert Frick
‡ Elizabeth Fried
Mickey Doyle Frigge
Kristin Marie Frischolz
Jennifer Nicole Frisinger
Jeremy Evan Frisone
Tessa Frutiger
‡ Magdalena Kercheval Fuller
Andrew Jon Gailey
Alison Louise Gallun
Feng Gao
Jonathan Andrew Gapen
Christina M. Garcia
Jessica Lynn Garcia
Mitchell James Gareis
Michael Peter Garretson
Ryan James Gassmann
Allyson Gates
Justin Eagle Gauthier
Brittney Nicole Geenen

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Alison Jo Geier
Alexandria Marie Geisler
Rachel Marie Gendreau
Alexia Karin Gibson
Courtney Anne Giessel
Adam John Gile
Frances Cecelia Gilligan
† Brittany Elizabeth Glattling
‡ Benjamin Louis Gluck
Joshua Roy Goch
Benjamin Walker Goetzke
William Ross Goldstick
Elizabeth Adele Gollmar
Joshua Michael Graham
Matthew Robert Gralinski
‡ Holly Elizabeth Grant
Mitchell Charles Grant
William Edward Grau
Sean Robert Green
Ilana Greenberg
Danielle Anne Gries
† Anastasia Lyn Grindle
Jacob Paul Grosz
Ross Michael Groves
Amy Leigh Gruntner
Madeline Grupper
Alejandro Guajardo
Daniela Guadalupe Guerrero
John Robert Gullberg
Alex Christopher Gunderson
‡ Kelsey Ann Gusho
Claudia Walker Habib
Ross Evan Hackbarth, Sr.
James Bryson Hadar
Brandon Richard Hall
Nora Laure Hammer
Chase Marcus Hammond
Jakob John Hammond
Seung Bo Han
Garret Christopher Handel
Maxwell Richard Hansen
Thomas Perry Hansfield
Amanda Leigh Hanson
Alyssa Christine Hanson
Brooke E. Harding
Camden Mitchell Hargrove
‡ Catherine Marie Harris
Robert Morris Harrison
Cody Robert Harwood
Jahan Ian Hayes
‡ Karen Haygood
† Michael Dean Hebert
Ahren Hebert-Wilson
Martin William Heck
Melissa Rose Heck
Amber Dawn Heiden
Eric H. Heiden
Andrea Jane Heile
Jared Jeffrey Heino
† Christopher Cesar Helding
Alexandra Eden Heller
Wyatt Heller
Austin Helm
Stephanie Kaitlyn Hendren
Kate Lynn Henniges
Pa Kou Her
Ivy Camille Herkert
Michael Randy Herman
‡ Andrew Patrick Hermus
Jessica Atenea Hernandez Tinajero
Caitlin Eleanor Herrforth
Eric Even Hestekin
‡ Kristin Clair Hetz
Casey Howard Hewes
Kirsten Grace Hibbard
Annemarie Hickey
Susan Marie Higgins
Jake Thomas Hilborn
Oliver Michael Hill
Brandi Michelle Hill
† Ian Bradley Hines
Tyler Edward Hines
Derek Tomas Hinrichs
Jordan Alexander Hirsch
Clarice Marie Hnlicka
Siri Francine Hoffmann
‡ Lauren Clay Holapa
Katherine Mary Holland
Lauren Rose Holt
Brittany Barbara Holznagel
William Jacob Horn
Yuntao Hou
Jillian Renee Hovden
Christopher Bernard Hovel
Megan Mary Howard
Melissa Ann Howison
Mengyuan Hu
† Zeyuan Hu
Faith Huang
‡ Isaac John Huben
‡ Shannon Elizabeth Huberty
Carolyn Grace Hudson
Morgan Brown Huijbregtse
‡ Seth Leonard Huiras
Chelsea Leigh Hultman
Ciara Frances Hupp
Erin Nicole Hutchins
Ryan James Irven
Eric Mark Jacobson
‡ Claire Marie Jacques
Jacob Alix Jacquet
Peter Robert Janssen
Caitlin Grace Jenewein
Heather Rae Jennings
‡ Katherine Louise Billingham Jensen
Min Kyung Jeon
Gunhwi Jeong
Thileeban Jeyakumar
Bin Ji
Rebekah Jimenez
Anna Joanne Jirschele
Ma Aurora Francesca Joaquin
† Alexander Froio Johnson
Hamp Eugene Johnson
Michael P. Johnson
‡ Sean Herbert Johnson
Deanna Loretta Johnson
Nikolas Jordan Johnson
Sade Joyce Johnson
‡ Taylor Jane Johnston
Corrina June Millunzi Jones
Evan Michael Jones
Samantha Brooke Jones
Jayne C. Jones
Samuel Ross Jorgenson
Brian Joyce
Kimberly Nicole Jozefiak
Emma Katrina Julius
Leah Ann Jungwirth
Lavinia Marie Jurkiewicz
Elizabeth Ann Kaczmarek
Nathaniel Ole Kainz
Elizabeth Ann Kaliska
‡ Shilpa Kalluru
Gregori Mercouri Kanatzidis
‡ Liam Kane-Grade
Jenna Elizabeth Kaney
Seungsoon Kang
Mitchell Kenneth Kannenberg
Camille Victoria Kass
Shelby Nicole Kaufmann
Jame Jean Keating
Daniel James Keller
‡ Shannon Elizabeth Kelly
Lauren Brooke Kelly
Anna Katherine Kelm
Victoria Allison Kent
Laura Rose Kerzman
Rachel Ann Keuler
Nayab Farhat Khan
Hyunjung Kim
Ji Yoon Kim

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Ji Hyun Kim
Joo Hyun Joseph Kim
Joon Woo Kim
Minwook Kim
Sung Gon Kim
Ye Eun Kim
YooRi Kim
Alice Kim
Gibum Kim
Min Sun Kim
Corie Elizabeth King
Benjamin Thomas King
Reed Kinning
John Christian Kinzel
Caitlin Rose Kirby
Nicholas Phillip Klauda
Maxwell James Kleinhans
Samuel Olson Klepfer
Calvin Hunter Kling
Eric Reid Klingensmith
Anna Kneziec
Alyx Rae Knudson
Ross Andrew Koehn
Abigail Muriel Kohl
† Abigail Esther Kohlenberg
‡ Miranda Kohli
Charles Patrick Kojis
Jonathan Michael Kolsin
Alexis Ciara Kolz
Louis A. Korenman
Tomotaka Kosaka
Jacob Frank Koss
Matt Edmond Kostelecky
† Christopher David Kozak
Aidan Skye Kraus
Robyn Elizabeth Krause
Derrick John Krenke
Jenna Marie Krickeberg
‡ Katherine Marie Krohn
Adam John Kuck
Josh Thomas Kuester
Kyle Francis Kuhl
Cherub Kumar
Morgan Kristina Kuntz
Molly Jeanne Kunz
Matthew Todd Kurschinski
Marissa Ari Kusy-Leavitt
Sarah May Kvithyll
Keum Hwan Kwong
Lauren Elizabeth Laabs
Frances Adelle LaBudda
Jacob Allen Lambert
Steven James Landowski
Nicholas John Lardinois
Charles Edward Gordon Larson, III
Jacob Paul Laska
Deanna Elizabeth Latham
Franco Anthony LaTona
Curtis Lawrence
† Jacob Howard Lawyer
Brian Anhminh Le
Jared le Blanc
Aaron Francis Leair
Chushi Lee
John Solomon Lee
‡ Kirsten Caroline Lee
Woong Ho Lee
Boon Chou Lee
Hyunseok Lee
Danielle Ann Leick
Sean Dennis Lenz
Laura Mary Levenhagen
‡ Jessica Marie Levine
Aaron Li
‡ Yi Li
Chao Li
Alexa Rae Lichte
‡ Spencer McLean Liebl
Samantha Lauren Limoni
Michael Harrison Lindberg
Spencer Cain Lindsay
Freya Mae Link
Daniel Seth Lipshutz
‡ I-Chun Liu
Rachel Ann Loder
Nathaniel Bradley Loeb
Andrew Jacob Long
‡ Nina Mila Longinovic
Benjamin Kelly Longmore
† Stephanie Jee-Wenn Loo
Chang Lou
Tania Noelia Lucero
Perri Lumish
‡ Hilary Elizabeth Lutz
Jessica Paige Lyga
Jessica Leigh MacAllister
‡ Oliver Joseph Macdonald
Sofie Madden
Laine Marie Maher
Nicholas Whitehill Mahoney
Jianna Mai
‡ Margaret Major
Anton Makhiboroda
Stephanie Malchine
Katelyn Marissa Malcore
‡ Ian Patrick Malmsstad
Joe Theo Malone
‡ Mark Andrew Malonzo
Kelsey Lee Manders
Kasey Lauren Margelofsky
Alexandra Vladimirovna Marks
Juliette Chere Marth
† Bianca Faith Martin
‡ Jonathan James Martin
Armando Enrique Martinez, Jr.
Tara Martino
Weston Matthews
‡ Jacob Howard Mauritz
‡ Mckenzie Lynn Mayer
Erin Rosemarie Mcaweeney
Kathleen Marie McCarthy
Lisa Marie McCarthy
† Jake Taylor McClanahan
Kyle Patrick McCoy
Peter James McDaid
Sarah Jane Lenore McEachron
‡ Meghan Rose McElreath
Jordan Anne McEvoy
Audrey Denise McGuire
Michael Francis McNerney
Casper J. Medved
Paul Michael Meixner
Corin Alexei Etienne Menuge
Julia Quin Mercor
Erin Renee Merrigan
Michael David Merrill
Mackenzie L. Messing
† Mara Kathryn Metz
Patrick Meyer
Erik Joel Meyers
Julie Heile Mikaelson
Renae Narloch Milford
Evan Alexander Millard
† Callahan Hyde Miller
Cynthia Lorraine Miller
Hannah Rose Miller
Stephanie Rachelle Miller
Jane Catharine Milne
‡ Molly Elizabeth Mineau
Thomas Elias Minwegen
† Nathan Tyler Mislang
Ryan Joseph Misura
Mary Katherine Mitchell
Brittney Ann Mitchell
Isak Larson Mladenoff
Jacob William Moe
‡ Meghan R. Moen
Julia Rose Moglowsky
Jennifer Jayne Mohoney
Amanda Christine Mohr
Lauren Katherine Molinaro
Zachary John Mommaerts

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Adrianna Alicia Montez
Nikole Moody
Samuel Marousek Moon
Kristine Moore
Samuel Alan Morgen
† John Whitney McVay Morley
Francesca Lyons Moroni
‡ Katherine Ann Morris
Ryan Scott Morrissey
Douglas Lowell Moss
Melissa Moua
Sheesenphooyw Moua
Katherine Marie Moy
Lindsay Nicholle Moy
Przemyslaw Marek Mucha
‡ Blaine Jay Mueller
Michelle Ann Mueller
Jean Ebuluku Mulilikwa, Sr.
Sean Wallace Mullen
Alberto Murillo
† Anastasia Berninghaus Murken
Heather Elizabeth Murphy
Elizabeth Nancy Johanne Murray
‡ Elspeth Jo Myers
Jaimie Elizabeth Myers
Aprameya Mysore
Hammad Asif Naseem
Carly Davi Nashban
† James Patrick Nassif
Meagan Ann Neis
Timothy Douglas Neis
Kathleen Dewalt Nelligan
‡ Hadley Nelson
Ellie Marie Nelson
Jack Nelson
Madeline Kirianna Nesemann
‡ Kesa Elizabeth Ness
Caleb Barak Nesser
Hannah Kay Nesvold
Harshwardhan Newar
Sun Van Nguyen
Dominic Masaki Nicholas
Brian Robert Nichols
‡ Tammy Nickol
Ryan S. Nie
Tyler John Nielsen
Corinne Noelle Nierzwicki
Daniel Walter Noelck
Emma Ann Nofsinger
Jared D. Noll
Michael Ryan North
‡ Emily Jennifer Nowka
Venessa Isabel Nunez
Khadija Nur

Thiahera L. Nurse
Danielle Nuyen
Keelin Marie O'Neil
Elizabeth Ann O'Rourke
Michael G. Ogle
Sae Hyun Oh
Seung Hyun Oh
Arin William Olson
Emma Louise Olson
Rachel Anne Mary Olson
Michael Errell Orear
Drew Orenstein
Nora Fatima Outzemabet
Madison Sydney Packer
Carly Jean Paget
Rebecka Elisabet Palm
‡ Elizabeth Audrey Palzkill
Emerson Pappas
Marina Pappas
Catherine Paradisin
Anup Chandra Parasu
Adam Robert Paris
Christian Daniel Parish
Chul An Park
Jeong Jae Park
Seung Woo Park
Adam Park
Jinsoo Park
Elizabeth Rose Parker
Forum Kaushik Patel
Zachary S. Pedretti
Emily Ann Peissig
Judith Pena
Jing Peng
Christopher John Perez
Maxwell Henry Perkins
Tyler Ethan Perlman
Sophie Rose Perry
Matthew Tracy Peskar
‡ Sydney Smith Peters
David Mark Petersen
Zachary Allen Petersen
Tyler Peterson
Laura Jean Petri
Laura Ann Pettit
Katie Lynn Petzel
† Kathryn Lou Philabaum
‡ Samuel Noah Phillips
Daniel W. Piat
Rebecca LuAnn Pickart
Robert Allen Pierce
Lisa Kristine Pilk
Nicole G. Pineda
Amber Lynn Plowman
Kelsey Jean Pohlmann
Carlo Edward Pratt
Taylor Anne Pratt
Nicole Marie Prekop
Daniel Esteban Preus
Zachary Russell Proeber
Ashley Kristine Pszeniczny
Timothy Eric Puchner
Aris Ayn Putman
Sineigh Leann Quinn
Olivia Marie Raedeke
Ibrahim Akorede Raheem
Lauren Jayne Ralphs
Kisha NicoleRalston
Dishant Rana
Carly Marcelline Ranum
Evan Wesley Rappel
Catherine Patrice Rashid
Naureen Taskin Rashid
Alison Clare Rath
Kassandra Jean Rauch
‡ Samuel Robert Rebenstorf
Olivia Marie Rebholz
Daniel Rechtman
Aaron Henry Redlich
Towner Kylee Reed
Molly Reich
Cory Wayne Reithmeyer
Nina Marie Rembert
Matthew Lee Rennebohm
Javier Eduardo Reyes
Margaret Catherine Rice
Genevieve Christine Richard
Kimberly Alison Richards
Patrick James Richards
Alex Tyler Richter
Taylor Dean Rickman
‡ Margaret Rose Riederer
‡ Jordan Michael Riesenberg
† Hannah Therese Ripp-Dieter
Stephanie Catherine Ritchie
Malcolm Otis Robey
Kayli Ann Robinson
Joseph Michael Rocco
Aaron J. Rodriguez
Cody Bernhard Roehl
James Paul Brandt Roen
Tori Marie Rogers
‡ Dylan James Rose
Alexander Isaac Rosen
‡ Max Asher Rosen
Jeremy Martin Rosenfeld
Zachary Paul Roth
‡ Natalie Marie Rotheray
Nathan Michael Roy
Alyssa Jo Rupert
Adam Wesley Rymut
Nicole Marie Rytkonen
Kyle James Sadler
Nitin Saini
Andrew Michael Saleh
† Mary Katherine Salutz
Kevin Christopher Sampson
‡ Leah Beth Sandock
Alexis Diana Santiago
‡ Andrew Micheau Sanville
Meaghan Marguerite Paris Sass
‡ Robert Philip Sass
† Tadhg Orion Sauvey
Danielle Christine Savino
Thomas Peter Sawicki
Jonathan Leo Schadeberg
Zach Steven Schaefer
Matthew Luke Schallinger
Annie R. Schanok
Aaron James Scharff
Amanda Lynne Scheibe
Margaret Rose Scheiddegger
‡ Charles Roger Schellpeper
‡ Matthew Schettle
† Katherine Susan Scheuer
Cody Ryan Schlaht
Morgan Lynne Schlundt
‡ Madeline Claire Schmid
Caitlin Anastasia Schmidt
Laura Marie Schmidt
Brian Daniel Schneider
Christian David Schneider
‡ Molly Caitlin Schneider
Desiree Erin Schnor
Katie Marion Schoenbeck
† Elizabeth Amy Schoenfeldt
Ethan Woodside Schrier
Nicole Marie Schrimpfp
Joshua Thomas Schroeder
Matthew John Schuh
Rebecca Anne Schultz
Emily Schwabe
Dylan William Schwartz
Haley Christina Schwartz
‡ Janet Ann Schwartz
Ethan Thomas Scofield
Malissa Scola
Jason Richard Scott
Lindsey Taylor Seil
Dany Seiler
Kylee Ann Sekosky
Spencer Margaret Semonson
Aaron Charles Serwe
Nishant Sharma
‡ Frances Kate Shepherd
Judy Faith Sherburn
Zachary Adam Sheridan
Qialong Shi
Lawrence Jae Shim
Hae Jo Shin
Namrata Bidlur Shivaprakash
Pavel Shmelov
Michael William Shoen
Morgan Raeshel Short
‡ Kai Zhuan Shum
Jordan Scott Siewert
‡ Claire Lindsay Siggelkow
Naomi Debra Silva
Natalie Beth Simon
Daniel Hunter Simon
Julie Janel Simpson
Lana Cheri Simpson
Savannah Marie Simpson
Jordan Sims
Katrina Ashraf Simyab
Mandeep Singh
‡ Ravneet Singh
Harmanjot Singh
Erik Jacob Sipsma
Claire Kathleen Skille
Jay Douglas Skinner
Karryn Elizabeth Skinner
Sean Edward Slattery
† Mark Christopher Small
Amanda Lee Smerlinski
Lindsey Louise Smith
Matthias Smith
Matthias Smith
Rebecca Emily Smith
Andrea Leigh Smith
Jacob Collin Smith
Parker Craig Smits
Matthias Andrew Snell
Sofia Aguirreche Snow
Steven Lloyd Snyder
Olga Alekseivna Sobakina
Matthew David Sobotka
Martin Henry Soderbloom
Sungbeom Song
‡ Katherine Rose Spannbauer
Hillary Lynn Sprecher
Andrew St. Vincent
‡ Melissa Frances Stagg
Karen Nicole Stapleton
‡ Aaron James Starr
Alexandra Nicole Stearns
Charles Ledyard Stebbins
Andrew David Steffel
Eva Rochelle Steiner
Gina Marie Stella
Sigrid Margaret Stensvold
† Brooke Margaret Stevens
Kelsey Elizabeth Stilosi
Haley Raduege Stoiscker
‡ Andrew Thomas Stoker
Andrew George Stone
Brandon Jon Stottler
Jennifer Leanne Strangstalien
† Tristan Leigh Straub
† Luke Donald Stutgen
† Alexander J. Suchy
David Patrick Sullivan
Matthew Harold Sullivan
Yunlong Sun
Si Sun
Dean James Sundquist
Clayton Jacob Suplinski
‡ Jodie Lynn Surber
Teri Lynn Surita
Dmitri Vladimirovich Svetlov
† Sarah Marie Swanson
‡ Ryan Gallagher Swanson
Andrew Duncan Sweeney
Erika Lynne Szczecz
Sonia Zhen Ying Tan
† Tianyu Tao
‡ Kelsey L. Tarpian
Rebecca Maureen Taylor
Kyle Augustine Tebo
Mackenzie Temple
Shannon Marie Tenney
‡ Daria Mikhailova Tennikova
Hai Ngoc Thach
Henry William Thomas
Mark Alan Thompson
Alexander Fielding Thomsen
Andrew Isaac Ticho
Emili Kate Tischer
Colin McEwan Tomkins-Bergh
‡ Sarah Tran
Van Viet Tran
Jordan Jeffery Tranberg
Tori K. Traub
Long Trinh
† Veena Vikram Tripathi
Caitlin Trowbridge
Min-Chen Tsai
Tenzin Tashi Tseten
Meta Lukengu Tshiteya
‡ Lauren Taylor Tubbs
Colin Rusk Tucker

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Damien Tucker
† Austin Taylor Turnquist
Bailey Nicole Tyrpak
Brittney Julia Ungerer
† Carissa Lynn Valeri
Abigail Catherine Valero
‡ Aubrey Marie Van de Wetering
Ross Adam Van Der Geest
Lizabeth Platten Van Lanen
Steven M. Vande Zande
Taylor James Vanderwoude
† Keigan Lilian Hengen Vannoy
Jade Daniel Vargas
Joshua Abraham Vranghese
Josselyn Andrea Velasquez
Alexis Vetter
Roberto Fari Villacortaguerra
‡ David Vines
Adrianna Nitara Viswanatha
Rebecca Mailan Vo
‡ Heather Nicole Vogel
Steven Daniel Voloayk
Samantha May Voss
Kaitlin Marie Vossokwinkel
Jelea Jelki Vouynovich
Claire Evangeline Vriezen
Pa Young Vue
Tuater Vue
‡ Ryan Matthew Waal
Melissa Jean Waarvik
‡ Elizabeth Fisk Wadium
Andrea Monique Walker-Cousins
Angelina Christine Waller
† Fangyu Wang
Shiqing Wang
Tianchan Wang
† Moyu Wang
Stephanie Fridie Washington
Nathan John Watson
‡ Devon Hope Waugh
Stephen Scott Webb
Maxwell James Wegmann
Stephanie Anne Weinstein
Preston L. Weisbrot
Alexandra Christina Weist
Ella Katherine Welch
Jonah M. Welch
Elizabeth Rose Wendt
Sarah Margaret Wentz
Zachary Tyler Wernberg
Anne E. Werner
Mckenna Katherine West
Cameron Thomas Wethal
Jae Won Whang
‡ Steven Richard Wheeler
Chantel Rae White
Monica Ann Whitehouse
Sydney Marie Wiedemann
Christin Denney Wieand
Samuel Garrett Wieland
Jacob Atticus Wiering
Riley Ann Wierman
Tyler Wayne Wiese
Stephanie Anne Wild
John William Wilger
Chelsea Nicole Williams
John Robert Williams
Morgan Williams
Trever Tennyson Williams
† Alexis Rae Wills
Carl Robert Wills
Jenna Rose Wills
Brittany Shancee Wilson
Tanika Sherelle Wilson-Kromah
Alyx Kimberly Winek
Addison Lane Winger
Aubrey Ahna Winkie
Elena Jeanette Witneben
Heather Lynn Wolf
Charles William Wollitz
Caitlin Virginia Wolters
‡ Colin Ray Woodford
Zachary Alan Woodhouse
† Teddy Jerome Woodward
You Wu
Yu Xia
Jinghuan Xie
Dao Xiong
‡ Yi Xue
James Lee David Yanda
Jalee Yang
Joshua Yang
mai lor Yang
‡ Ryan Carl Yanke
Ilya Yavnoshan
Gregory Scott Yax
Sujin Yoo
Hee Do Yoon
Caitlyn Young
Danning Yu
Christopher Yue
Farah Liyana Yusman
Zaim Afiq Zaki Morad
John Michael Zancanaro
Jamal Adam Zayed
Michelle Zei
Zachary Zemanovic
‡ Junyi Zhang
Lingxiao Zhang
Tianxin Zhang
Xin Zhang
Ziwei Zhang
Lu Zhang
Brian Tong Zhao
Zhiyu Zhao
Donghui Zhao
Maryna Zhdanok
Kaixuan Zhong
Lily Zhou
Shengbo Zhou
Lixuan Zhu
Matthew John Ziemer
Alexandra Gitta Zimmern
‡ Nicholas Stephen Zlevor
William Henry Zolecki

College of Engineering

Nicholas Charles Ackerman
Saile Aksysev
‡ Alan Michael Albrecht
Dave Edward Dy Alfafara
Ethan Christopher Altwegg
‡ Al-yaman Amin Amer
Cami Leigh Anderson
Stephanie Marie Anderson
Ashley Rose Arbour
Alyssa Lea Arend
Benjamin Joseph Arves
‡ William Bradley Ault
John Edward Azuma
Matthew Scott Bahr
Emily Ann Ballweg
Shawn Kenneth Bartel
‡ Andrew Wolf Bartling
Jordan Jon Baumann
Daniel Alan Becker
Francesca Lynn Bell Loughead
Gregory John Belmonte
Allison Darleen Benna
Samantha Rae Betlej
‡ Sara Robbins Beyer
Timothy James Bier
Grant Morgan Bodner
Samantha Catherine Boggs
Nicholas Allen Boldt
Kristen Nicole Bond
Zarek Yusuf Boutaghou
† Mackenzie Marie Bower
Robert Carl Masse
Elizabeth Marie May
Maria Alice Maza
† Thomas Alan McAdams
Matthew Martin McCarthy
Michael Thomas McDaniel
Justin Anthony McFarland
Brett Steven McMichael
David Michael McMunn
Matthew Tim Miller
Ryan James Miller
Jacob John Minick
Lindsey Paula Mocadlo
Michael Taylor Montgomery
Shawn Thomas Montsma
Elise Kathryn Moran
Elliot Jack Morris
Ivan James Mosbrucker
Nicholas Daniel Moxon
‡ Evan Alexander Murawski
Naser Ziad Najem
Aditi Nandyal
Timothy James Newgard
‡ Jun Hong Clarence Ng
Songkhun Nillasitanukroh
John M. O’Leary
Chinedu Chidinma Obasi
Jonghyuk Oh
Jamen Luke Olk
Richard Allen Olson
‡ Daniel Endecott Osgood
Brian Richard Owen
Matthew Phillip Oxley
Kyle Andrew Oxton
Jessica N. Parker
Eric N. Paspalofski
Taylor Allen Passofaro
‡ Alexander John Paulsen
Joshua Joseph Peanasky
Mitchell Thomas Peret
‡ Sarvesh Periyasamy
Elizabeth Paige Peters
Jessica Marie Phillips
Denys D. Pilecky
Brian Robert Pisani
Jacob Joseph Pollastrini
Matthew Scott Poulter
Chaval Punyatanasakchai
Felipe Raul Antonio Quintana
Leah Mae Raddatz
‡ Benjamin Steven Radtke
‡ Kristen Lee Raske
Tyler Joseph Rausch
Ronald Augustus Reader
‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Erich James Rectenwald
Frazier Anthony Reiland
Adam Reinicke
Jeffrey Lloyd Reynolds
Dylan J. Richardson
Kevin Michael Ripley
‡ Kevin Michael Roberts
Clayton Louis Rogers
Joshua Phillip Rose
‡ James Ryan Rosenberger
Kristin Diane Roskopf
Andrew John Ruettten
‡ Samuel James Rusk
Ahmed Fahed Saif
Andrew Joseph Salomone
Steven Matthew Schlender
Kyle William Schmalzer
‡ Danielle Jo Schrank
Andrew Norman Schultz
Louis Ryan Schultz
Maximillian Nazario Schultz
‡ Alexander Robert Schulz
‡ Daniel Joseph Segal
‡ Matthew Michael Sherman
Mengxuan Shi
‡ Thomas Robert Shingledecker
‡ Reba Shotwell
Dennis Michael Shurts
Jacob Sindberg
Ashanee Singh
‡ Tyler Mel Sinotte
David Johnson Sneeringer
April Leigh Soler
Paige Jillian Sotirin
‡ Sean Lucas Sporrie
Cody James Stahl
Alex Lloyd Stapleton
Michael John Stellmacher
Matthew James Stilin
Maxwell K. Strassman
‡ Seve Michael Strook
Andrew James Strupp
‡ Wendi Sun
Wyatt Antoine Suprise
‡ Justin Mark Swaney
‡ James Anthony Swanke, III
‡ Jordan Alan Swanson
August Damien Sweeney Smith
Constance Win-Heng Sze
Angus Tai
Yanting Tan
Samuel Tanuwijaja
Tony Paul Taylor
Robert Patrick Tellander

Sarah Marie Tenpas
William James Thanholt
Adam Neil Theisen
Justin Leon Thiede
Trenton Michael Thomas
Graham Lee Beemer Thorbrogger
Pearat Traipin
Eric James Trunk
Kolton John Urso
‡ Brandon Taylor Vance
Mitchell David Vanden Brook
Luke Joseph Vandenlangenberg
Erik Keith Vandersandand
Dylan S. Vann
John Luke Vennard
Nathan Scott Vogel
Aaron Charles Wait
Michael Edward Walczak
James Charles Walker
Matthew Thomas Walker
Chase Parker Walters
‡ Junjue Wang
Tyler Glen Weavers
Breanna Elizabeth Webb
Matthew Jon Weinheimer
Taylor Weis
‡ Ivan D. Welander
Kiersten Ann Wenzel
Matthew Scott Widule
Scott T. Woiccek
Denise Wong
Yujie Wu
‡ Zhong Xie
‡ Haosen Xu
Liangbin Xu
Xu Yang
‡ Erin Nicole Yee
‡ Xuan Yi
‡ Yue Yin
‡ Jiaquan Yu
‡ Ethan Ronald Zager
Martin Zasadzien
Julio Cesar Zelaya
Jessica Ann Zeman
Joshua Michael Zent
‡ Yifan Zhang
Simon Yuanxi Zheng
‡ GeYunJian Zhu
Jacob Neil Zimmerman
Justin Tai Zingsheim

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences

Benjamin Jefferey Kerovpe Aerts
Hyee Jinh Ahn
Ibrahim Khalid Ali
Lina I. Alsamsam
April Marie Anderley
Maxwell George Andler
‡ Elizabeth Rosalie Arant
Olawole Oladunni Aregbesola
Andrew William Asmus
Nicole Shirley Avgoulas
Chandini Avvaru
Meagan Ann Backhaus
Nicole Anastasia Baker
Yaneli Bernal
Muhammad Nabil Fikri Bin Zamaluddin
Matt Bosold
Lindsey Ann Bouras
Owen Raymond Bowie
‡ Seth Joshua Braddock
Eric Stephen Bradley
‡ Jacob Donald Breaker
Kweku Kyei Brewoo
Allison Elizabeth Brown
Trisha Calumpang Brown
Lauren Elisabeth Bruehl
Hannah Aubrey Buchanan
Anna Margaret Phoebe Buchholz
John Tyler Buol
‡ Laura Beth Burbach
Katie-Grace Georgia Burk
Kelsey Nicole Candelmo
‡ Emily Ann Carnahan
Joseph Patrick Carney
Kenneth Cordell Carter
Connor John Cassidy
Sonja Lucia Castaneda-Cudney
Michael Maher Cayemberg
Ruker Chang
Sylvia Chen
Andrew Herbert Ciurro
Stacey Jo Cooper
Kayla Renee Coppens
‡ Kyle Thomas Cummisford
Kathryn Cumpata
Farinoosh Dadra
Leah Brooke Daggett
‡ Kali Kristinna Deans
O’Bryan Alan Decker
Deanna Christine Delfosse
‡ Erin Marie Dewinter
Katherine Marie Diaz
Natalie Jane Dillon
Matthew Joseph Doneux
Monica Marie Dorda
‡ Natalie Catherine Dosch
Alyson Rose Douglas
Alissa Christine Douglass
Jessica Courtney Eastman
Ashley Elida Ellingshuysen
Nicole Enemuoh
Matthew John Engelke
Courtney M. Ewert
Curtis John Faustich
‡ Lauren Nancy Fedenia
‡ Alaina Marie Fiorenza
Brianne Cailltin Fliss
Joshua Duane Floberg
Sean Flood
Troy Joseph Fochs
‡ Anna Marie Francke
Ryan John Furrer
‡ Adam Edward Gailani
John Vincent Gard
Sophie Gavell
Elizabeth Ann Geisthardt
‡ Tyler Joseph Gerrits
Angela Dawn Gildea
Matthew Douglas Gluth
Janalle Marie Goosby
Robert Donald Gorowsky
Dylan Michael Graff
Jacob Timothy Greshik
Rupinder Grewal
‡ Carolyn Anne Griffiths
Anthony Thomas Grolemund
‡ Hannah Rachel Grossberg
‡ Kirsten Anne Gunderson
Alexander William Haas
Savannah Marie Hamilton
Seung Hyun Han
Anya Rose Hanson
Nicole Marie Hanson
Connor Hayes Harmann
Kate Elizabeth Hartzler
Aron Philip Haun
Robert Steward Havenstein
Margaret Rochelle Hayne
‡ Hannah Ann Hecht
Sidney James Heinze
Daniel Richard Hernandez
Weston L. Heupel
Joseph Scott Higgins, Jr.
Kyle Craig Hinke
Matthew Hohl
James Cedrick Holden, III
‡ Sarah Joy Hope
‡ Jenna Lynn Huebner
Quinn Laurel Huibregtse
Seth Andrew Hyman
Paige Leah Ida
Andrew James Jack
William Gregory Jacobs
Stephanie Marie Jagemann
Dana Rose Janssen
Mark Alan Jasinski
Graham Joseph Jenkins
Mary-Kayt Nicole Jones
Britta G. Jordan
Erin Alyssa Kappelman
‡ Alexis Marie Keefe
Charlotte Claire Keleske
Alexandra Gillis Keller
Kimberly Lynn Kester
‡ Jonathan Patrick Kett
Da Hee Kim
Jee Soo Kim
‡ Jinwoo Kim
Tae Wook Kim
Hyae Kang Kim
I Seul Kim
Taylor Kay Kirby
Alexandra Morgan Klann
‡ Otto Anthony Kletzien
Carli Alexa Kopatz
Hannah June Kornely
Valerie Ann Koschnick
Maxwell William Kotelnicki
Erin Elizabeth Krause
Tanner Jarad Kreitzmann
Jacob Roy Krupa
Trent Michael Kube
Sam Elliot Kuehn
Michael Kwon
‡ Alissa Mariah Ladas
Ashley Marie Lakin
Christina Beth Landis
Casey Aaron Lanham
Alek James Larson
Jonathan Edward Lea
‡ Taylor Nicole Lecy
Adrian Allen Lee
Ban Suk Lee
‡ Woong Lee
Christopher John Legath

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Mary Louise Leibfried
Dallas Dean Lewallen
Honghong Liao
Aisha Nowlen Liebenow
Bree Carolyn Lietzow
Jie Yin Lin
Yejin Lim
Sean Steven Little
Anthony John Loffredo
Jason Thoj Lor
Rachel Anne Lueders
Drew Mahoney
Intuha Manickam
Ashley Marie Martin
‡ Victoria Marie
Morgan Binder Marturano
Tyler Jordan Marz
‡ Kelci Joy Marzahn
Jamie Masliah
Shane Hunter Mathis
Kimberly Hunt Mayer
Luke James McGhee
‡ Michael John McGinnis
Sean Patrick McLaughlin
‡ Hannah R. Meddaugh
Mayaela Meixner
Maxwell Joseph Meller
Rosalie Kathleen Serio Meyer
Emily Kayla Mickley
Ali Maree Miller
‡ Devon Donald Miller
Patrick Francis Moakley
Karla Fernanda Montes De Oca
Daniel Evan Mossing
Agnes Maria Mroz
Chelsea Anne Mueller
Grady Alexander Gottschall Munroe
Tia Lynn Murray
Collin Eric Neitzel
DeVante Lonnard Nelson
Sara Elisabeth Nelson
Arianna Paige Netzky
Lucas Aaron Newkirk
Vanna Nguyen
John Christian Nielsen
Benjamin Daniel O’Halloran
Douglas James Olson
Kelsey J. Olson
‡ Emily Jean Olund
Sarah Ann Paese
Tae Ju Park
Dexter R. Patterson
Emily Ann Marie Paulson
‡ Joseph Pendleton
Diana Perdomo Tornbaum
Maria Mae Peterson
Austin Pethan
Andrew Robert Pieterick
Joseph Ross Pino
‡ Eric David Polich
Trent Manabu Prall
Liesl Marie Prange
Melissa Anne Ptak
Eric Oscar Pynnonen
Marina C. Ragones-Barnes
‡ Rebecca Mary Reese
‡ Morgan Rehberg
Jonathan Stuart Renk
‡ Catherine Jane Richardson
Katherine Ann Roberts
Kari Ann Rognlien
Carolyn Hope Rosenblum
‡ Sarah Frances Rossmiller
Kyle Edward Rowntree
Ellen Mary Alice Rusch
Michael William Ryder
Rhianna Marie Sanders
Parth Savani
‡ Samantha Marie Scheidt
‡ Matthew Thomas Schmitz
Kaitlin Schneider
Amanda Jordan Schnoll
David Stuart Schreiner
Danielle Mae Schulz
‡ Travis Jon Schumacher
Marisa Leigh Schwarz
Max Immanuel Sellman
Ashley Renee Sendelbach
Morgan Anne Short
Sohinderjit Singh
Katherine Olivia Sonnefeldt
Luke Thomas Sosalla
‡ Katarina Spelter
‡ Rebecca Lynn Stern
Margaret Ann Stewart
Brenna Marie Stow
Nolan Wilhelm Stracke
Shannon Rose Strader
Kirsten Ellingson Strohmenger
Jordan Alexander Stroik
‡ Joseph Arthur Sullivan
Zoe Coughlin Sumnicht
‡ Amanda Marie Supak
Carolin Tappe
Stephanie Marie Taylor
‡ Frances Claire Theisen
Megan Nicole Thilmony
Tiffany Marie Thurmes
Joseph Julius Tidei
Thomas Denis Tilkens
Melissa Ann Vandersanden
Naomi Vang
Chinou Vang
Jessica Florence Vardas
Nathan Vaughn
Joseph Francis Verstegen
Andrea Lee Vertz
Sarah Vick
Brendan Alan Vorpahl
Kai Vue
Huichui Wang
Eden Alexandra Warnke
Emily Marie Weaver
Justin Jeffrey Wendorf
Trevor Robert Wheeler
Jeffrey John Wilkins
Tylor Vincente Williams
‡ Madeline Kay Wimmer
Ryan James Wittlinger
Megan Margaret Wolf
Jared Louis Wolff
Ka Nong Xiong
Hyi Young Yang
Shu-Ching Yang
Paul Yonga
Michael Rolf Zaiss
Gang Zhang
Tyler Austin Ziegert
Ryan Francis Zoellner

School of Education

Paige Albiero
Cassandra Annis
‡ Morgan Alyssa Baker
Emilie Ann Bakken
Samantha E. Bauer
Brittany Baumler
Anthony J. Becker
Heidi Elizabeth Becker
Caroline Sophie Beckwith
Emily Sarah Bedford
‡ Laura Lee Berrey
‡ Kevin Mark Biese
Kameko Ruby Blair
Lindsey Rose Blondell
Rebecca M. Boldt
Jocelyn Claire Braker
Amy Elizabeth Brendel
‡ Amanda Marie Brooks
Ryan Michael Buda
Leah Marie Bullock

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Carlos Bustamante
Geoffrey S. Carpenter
‡ Melissa Lee Carpenter
Maria J. Cho
Kelsey Anne Clausen
Veronica Latara Craig
‡ Madeline Rose Crass
Kelly Michelle Damroth
Leigh Cole Danner
Claire Elizabeth Donskey
Stacey Elaine Duncan
‡ Arianna Chaya Dunmire
Marissa Jenna Duric
Brady Sherman Ernst
‡ Chelsey Elizabeth Evenson
Alexandra Elaine Fedele
Samantha Saundi Felsinger
‡ Andrea Marie Fiene
Halyn Jorden Acklam Fink
Austin Alan Fleer
‡ John Paul Foley
‡ Lindsay Kathryn Fons
Sarah Rae Fox
Eric Scott Fruhling
Malorie Christine Gaber
Melissa Jo Galarowicz
Jesus Enrique Garcia
‡ Robyn Marie Geist
Alexandra Elizabeth Gergen
Kiley Anne Graf
Deborah J. Graham
Payton Aubrey Greisch
Leah Jane Grinvalsky
‡ Kateryna Laryssa Gudziak
Karen Ruth Gamble Gussert
Jessica Guttuso
‡ Valerie Ann Hammer
Anastasia Margaret Hanson
Hannah Elizabeth Heide
‡ Nicole Lynn Heise
Brandon Chase Hicks
Mia Hicks
Olivia Christine Hoff
‡ Mary Hokeness
Emilie Anne Homan
Brittany Jean Hozeska
Ann Elizabeth Jenkin
Eun Sil Jeon
Samantha Rae Kachel
Quinn Elliott Kaiser
Marlee Lauren Katz
Leyla Alev Kelter
Laura Ann Killingsworth
Kristina Sungmee Kim
Mi Ra Kim
Gilhyun Kim
Joseph Arthur Klein
Katherine Anne Klinger
Adam Jeffrey Kok
‡ Ellen Kathleen Lucille Kronzer
‡ Courtney Jo Kuhn
Meir Landau
Adrian Allen Lee
Allison Marie Leibham
‡ Ryan Philip Lenard
Felicia Renae LeRoy
Kimberly Beth Lieberman
Abbie Christine Lindl
Kailee Jordan Longoria
Rachel Yolanda Yevonne Looper
Cory Lu
Riley William Mahr
Katrina Mara
Amy Christine Matzen
Victoria Danielle Mayo
Ying Chun Mei
Natalie Marie Mickola
Kathleen Byrne Miller
Rachel Anne Miller
Stephanie Elizabeth Miller
Margaret Ann Mills
Julia Kathleen Mimier
Melanie Rose Morgan
‡ Katherine Anne Nahn
Laura Anne Novak
George Walker Nye
Kristina Marie Olafsson
Amy Marie Oldenburg
Jami Michelle Ott
Cynthia Pajic
Jenna Ellen Parfitt
Brittany Claire Pasterz
Matthew Charles Patton
Margaret Ruth Pelton
Kirstin Amber Peters
Suzanne Marie Peterson
Kiersten Tieg Pfuehler
Claire Elizabeth Pointer
Christopher Adam Pokrzywa
Evan Alexander Prawda
Anne Rauschert
Ashton Lee Rebitski
Vanessa Shantel Renz
Randi Lynn Reynolds
Geoffrey William Rogers
‡ Jennifer Louise Roy
Luke D. Rudolph
‡ Jeriann Kate Sandrik
Alexis Schaefer
‡ Alyssa Schenzel
Nicholas John Schroeder
‡ Joshua W. Scott
Elizabeth Patricia Sequin
‡ Rachel Elizabeth Seurer
Lucy Nguyen Shelley
‡ Jayme Ann Shimooka
Andrea Nicole Showers
Tara Simonis
‡ Ali Morgan Sinkula
Jeremy Thomas Slicer
Elizabeth Ellen Smith
Matt James Smith
Alex Nicholas Smithback
Emily Jo Snyder
Taylor Ann Somerville
Erik Stephen Sorensen
Kayla Rose Sperbeck
Amery Phyllis Stafford
Nicole Marie Steig
Monica Jeanne Steigerwald
‡ Nichole Alexandra Stratton
Katelyn Anne Suszek
Anthony James Sylvester
Anna Rae Templeman
Kylie Elizabeth Thews
Dorothy Thomas
Shawn William Tipple
Adrienne Amy Tracy
Laura Caroline Urban
Elizabeth Anne Utesch
Amy Marie Vetro
Danielle Mackenzie Vogel
Courtney Elizabeth Walden
Fengyu Wang
Andrew Steven Waskow
Kevin Philip Watts
Sarah Ann Weber
Kelly Marie Wenman
Ellen Schoen Werner
Amanda Maurine Wiedholz
Ericka L. Wild
Erin Elizabeth Wolf
Joseph Paul Zeller, III
Nicole Renee Zellmer

School of Business

Rafael Alexandrian
Evan Thomas Anderson
Robert Allen Anderson
Patrick Thomas Bacon

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Jordan Phillip Bade
Cassandra Jane Baker
Nyada Yoba Baldeh, Jr.
Alexandria Donna Ball
† Ann Dolan Becker
Daniel Thompson Beggs
Zachary James Berg
† Ann Elizabeth Berglund
Rachel Ann Berryman
Minghao Bian
Janelle Bigelman
Gavin Michael Blasczyk
Bennett Steven Blohm
† Kira Anne Bockwinkel
Spencer Christian Bork
Saskia Anna Burmeister
Brianna Lea Buroker
Nicolas James Bushman
Madeline Kristine Cahue
Mac Alexander Candee
James Clay Carpenter
Thomas Edward Chapin
Yuhan Chen
‡ Yilin Chen
‡ Adam Miller Conen
Alexander Oliver Cottor
Tanner Cox
‡ Linna Dai
Samuel Joseph Daniels
‡ Mariya Datsenko
Angela Ellen Davis
Nikhil Anand Deshpande
Lindsey Erin Dickmann
Gabrielle Constance Doby
‡ Joe Docter
Kristofer Martin Doerfler
Jonathan Karl Dybevik
‡ Evan Michael Dyke
Alexander David Falish
Joseph James Faust
Anna Felbinger
Gregory Mark Fishman
Sean D. Foley
Erika K. Ford
Linsey Ann Fowler
Zachary Frey
Garrett Michael Friedel
Melissa Paige Furman
Huang Gao
Nicholas Patrick Garvin
‡ Rachel Renee Geier
‡ Zachariah David Ghaffari-Nikou
Malcolm Xavier Glenn-Adams
Nathan Robert Graff
Patrick John Hale
Lauren Elizabeth Handzlik
Allory Lois Hanko
Mitchell Jon Hansen
Mitchell James Hawes
‡ James Joseph Heath
Cameron Mark Heinzener
‡ Zachary Michael Helmen
Joseph Zachary Henry
Krista Ann Hertel
Alex Julian Holat
Dickson Hsu
‡ Ziyi Huang
Chenchen Huang
Brando Jerome Huffman
Yiting Jiang
Megan Alexandra Johnson
‡ Thomas Wayne Johnson
Colleen Sabina Josephs
Kristine Nicole Kammers
Joseph M. Kelly
Young Jin Kim
Sara Christine Klunk
Kevin Charles Krulis
Tsz Ming Lai
Benjamin Joseph Landau
Yili Lu
Marshall Lund
Alexander James Martin
Alex Allen McCauley
Krista Marie McFarlin
Daron Colleen McGrady
James McGuire
‡ Jordan Daniel Miller
Jane Ann Kathryn Monson
Sean Thomas Montague
Andrew Thomas Mott
Bradley James Mueller
Matthew John Murtos
Adam Healy Netols
Charles Robert Newcomb
Ralph Brian Noordink
Margaret Natalie Ntambi
Therese Angela O’Brien
‡ Hannah Teresa O’Donnell
Philip Gilbert Oertli
Ryan Dean Oswald
‡ Tyler Jay Pahl
Craig Joseph Penkert
Luke Robert Perkerwicz
‡ Spencer William Perron
‡ Samantha Lynn Pfeifer
Torger John Philosophos
‡ Michelle Rose Preston
Christopher Matthew Prince
Justin Anthony Puisis
Eric Robert Puls
‡ Andrew John Rasmussen
Beau Raymond-Iaquinto
Kelsey Mariah Rember
Austin C. Richardson
Joseph Allen Rose, Jr.
Anne Elizabeth Saari
Linda Sancen
Scott Michael Schlageter
Eric William Schmechel
Eric Joseph Schulze
Scott Andrew Schumacher
Keith S. Schuman
Evin David See
Dong Woo Shin
April Shrader
Yuanbei Si
Jeremy Russell Singer
Kevin Charles Smith
‡ Dali Jimmy Soh
Natalie Marie Stanzak
Brian Thomas Stapleton
‡ Lauren Nicole Stinson
Shea Anton Stricker
Xiaowen Sun
‡ Yingxue Sun
‡ Wenjun Sun
Lee Swartz
‡ Qi Tan
Wilson Teddy
Peter Gerald Thelen
Donovan Tolledo
Tyler L. Tomczak
Samantha Tran
Zachary James Vanderveldt
Carson Henry Wall
Charles Shandrew Ward
Stephen John Weber
Alisa Nicole Weiner
Cameron John Woldt
Clarke Lavai Wright
Geu Roo Yang
Ruifei Yang
Jake Yang
Jireh Chez Wearn Yeong
David John Zaborsky
Nicole Lynn Zepnick
‡ Yizhou Zhang
‡ Jiawen Zhou
‡ Lin Zhou
‡ Yuxi Zhou
School of Pharmacy
† Sandy Ting Kwok
   Michael Allen Sprinthall Rankin
   Nicholas Charles Webb
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

School of Nursing
Corinne Ahrens
Devin Calaway
Jessica Gaudio
Jasmine Lee Koch
Rebecca Ann Kryshak
Patra Ann Leake
Cydney Levanetz
Kelsey Marie Lund
Melissa Sue Nasgovitz
Desirea Starr Olson
‡ Rebecca Lynn Reed
Mary Ramona Reilly
Franciska Irawati Sayler
Kristin Ann Schwenn
Keith Allan West
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

School of Human Ecology
Chloe Lynn Amato
Jacob Rendall Barber
‡ Abigail Rose Bare
‡ Amanda Elizabeth Bechtel
Molly Lea Bechtolt
‡ Deidre Morey Behrend
Amy Kathleen Belz
Cara J. Biese
Jasmine Keara Braithwaite
Rachel Elizabeth Brunker
Victoria Paige Burton
Bridget Casey Callaghan
Anna Hayley Carl
‡ Kayla Marie Carlson
Brian Joseph Castine
Alice Marie Clark
Emily Blain Clark
Kassandra Collazo
‡ Ellen Rose Conroy
Kyle John Costigan
Brianna Dee Decker
Kathryn Marie Dillon
Emily Rae Doxtator
Kayla Bethany Dunn
Katherine Elizabeth Dunne
Kelsey Rose Durocher
Jamie Lee Ekenberg
Brooke E. Elding
Amber Lynn Elert
Lauren Anna Flegel
‡ Jacqueline Anne Geringer
Jennah Lynn Haney
Katelyn Hank
‡ Shelby Brooke Hansen
Dana Hanson
‡ Melissa Hantman
Dustin Charles Helmenstine
Jessica Nicole Hill
Ansherra Marie Hilliard
Kevin T. Hoef
Bridget Rose Hussey
Bronte Aleks Jagodzinski
Brett Ernest Johnsen
Michala Talee Johnson
Young Kim
‡ Julia Elizabeth Kinsey
Carlie Klos
Erin Patricia Klubertanz
Ryan Daniel Krause
Marcus Krien
Kathryn Anne Kutchin
Marissa Rose Lecy
Christina Dorothea Lee
Charles J. Lerand
Erin Adele Lord
Matthew Anthony Machi
Meghan Murphy Martine
Marquis Mason
Keaton Marie McCalla
Melissa Ann McDermott
‡ Christine Ann Merchut
Michael Thomas Mersch, Jr.
‡ Jasmine Z. Mitchell
Abbey Rose Morgenroth
‡ Shannon Leigh Mullins
Patricia Augusto de Andrade Nelson
Maxwell David Olsen
‡ Katherine Grace Pedriani
Brianna Perdue
Zachary Moore Pereles
Hannah Grace Povolny
Jewelryana J. Rose
‡ Hannah Elizabeth Scherer
Rebecca Marie Schindler
‡ Devin Marie Schmidt
Kristin Ruth Schoenbeck
Pamela Anne Schommer
‡ Laura Elizabeth Schroeder
‡ Haley Emma Serebin
‡ Clare Elisabeth Sexton-Stern
Emily Kathleen Snow
‡ Emily Marie Stenz
‡ Eliana Lior Stern
Rae Ann Stewart
Matthew Jameson Stoltz
Kelly Kristin Strawman
Sydney Sua
Keara Marie Sweeney
Allison Gale Tackett
Emily Rose Tahlier
Monique Renae Tapp
Ashleigh Nicole Teslaj
Dominique Alexis Thompson
Kerry Jane Thorrens
‡ Tessa M. Timler
Madison Bree Trifon
Margaret Underwood
Hanna Elizabeth Vadeboncoeur
Claire Ann Vasiljevich
Kristin Marie Vendel
Nicole Sarah Wargen
Alison Marie Wellhouse
Kodee Cheyanne Williams
Mai Cheng Yang
Konrad D. Zagzebski
Ryan Thomas Zibrowski
Chelsi Renee Zollner

Cover: A snow-covered Bascom Hall soaks up the winter sun.
All photos provided by University Communications.